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TEST OF ACOUSTIC TONE SOURCE AND
PROPULSION PERFORMANCE OF C8A BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE
by C.C. Maib, D. L. Tli kmren, and J. V. O'-efe
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Following completion of the full scale test of the suppressor nozzle on the C8A Buffalo
airplane (ref. 1), three factors still required clarification: (1) the origin and removal of a 2000-Hz
tone believed to be caused by the lobed nozzle, (2) the acoustic directivity effect relative to the
major and minor axis of the rectangular-array nozzle, and (3) measurement of the nozzle
performance.
To accomplish the above objectives, one of the lobed nozzles was tested on the hot nozzle
facility, figures 1 and 2, at North Boeing Field. This facility could not provide sufficient air to flow
the full nozzle area; therefore, the four outside lobes were blocked initially. With this blockage,
nozzle pressure ratios up to 1.5 were achieved with exhaust gas temperatures up to 5 100 C (9500 F).
Acoustic data, on a 15.2-m (50-ft) polar array, were recorded simultaneously with
performance data. Ground-mounted microphones were used so that ground reflections would be
eliminated and not confuse the acoustic analysis. (For use of flush-mounted microphones, see
ref. 2). Various configurations were evaluated in a step-by-step procedure until the 2000-Hz tone
was eliminated.
The testing showed that no appreciable change in the tone came about with internal upstream
fairing changes, but that when the lobe exits were suitably altered, in relation to each other, the
tone was eliminated. The lobe exit relationship was changed in three ways: by blocking every other
lobe, as in figure 3. thus doubling the lobe spacing; by adding a splitter plate between the lobes per
figures 4 and 5, extending 12.7 cm (5 in.) aft of the nozzle exit; and by adding plugs with tubes for
more exit breakup, per figure 6. All three of these procedures eliminated the tone. The assumption
that the tone is generated by the nozzle exit geometry and spacing seems well-founded. The exact
mechanism involved is still not completely understood.
The acoustic directivity of the rectangular-array nozzle was determined by recording data with
the nozzle in the horizontal and then in the vertical plane. Figure 7 shows the nozzle in the vertical
position. A marked reduction in the one-third octave SPL and OASPL levels occurs when the data is
recorded off the minor axis of the nozzle. The original estimate (ref. 1) of 2 PNdB reduction (at
1.5 NPR) due to directivity has now been altered to 6 PNdB per the results of this test program.
Figure 8 (from ref. I) shows the acoustic characteristics confirmed during this test program, and
predicted levels for an advanced (BNS-3) nozzle discussed in the recommendation section of this
report.
Velocity- and discharge-coefficient measurements were made on the partially blocked nozzle
by using the facility's single-component thrust measurement cell and sonic venturi airflow meter. As
indicated in figure 9, a velocity coefficient of 0.95.was measured at a nozzle pressure ratio of 1.5.
This can be extrapolated to about 0.96 at the Buffalo airplane takeoff pressure ratio of 1.9. Some
air leakage was evident around the rotation bearing attachment flange, with resultant lowering of
the CV value. The measured CV levels are therefore somewhat below the true level. As indicated in
figure 9, the fences installed in the secondary passages did not result in any measurable penalty in
static performance.
It is recommended that research be continued to identify the mechanism of the 2000-Hz tone
and to specify the means for eliminating or avoiding it.
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PROCEDURAL DISCUSSION
TEST HARDWARE AND FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The hot wi ic faciiTy, iuLaTed at t-e north zrd of B3ering Fi-id, is c-apabsi of ai-rlows in the
order of 20 kg (40 Ib) per second at temperatures of 500 0 C (950 0 F). The interface ducIt at the exit
of the facility is 30.5 cm (12 in.) in diameter. Thus, to adapt the "pants" section from a Spey
split-flow Rolls Royce engine, a transition was fabricated (fig. I) connecting the duct to the pants
section.
As the facility was to be used for testing only one nozzle, a splitter plate was installed in the
pants section and transition so the flow would duplicate as much as possible the full scale flow lines.
The exit for the second nozzle on the pants section was sealed off at the rotation flange.
The airflow capacity of the test facility was not adequate to fill all 13 lobes of the nozzle:
therefore the four outer lobes were blocked internally. This did not impair the acoustic
characteristics of the nozzle: the baseline sound spectrums obtained from this test closely matched
those obtained from the airplane static test reported in reference I.
The area surrounding the test facility is made up of smooth concrete and is ideal for ground
surface mounted microphone installations (ref. 2).
Nine microphones were located on a 15.2-m (50-ft) polar array, as measured from the nozzle
exit plane and centerline. The microphones were located with the diaphragm 1.27 cm (0.5 in.)
above the concrete surface, at angles of 900, 1000, 1100, 1150, 1200, 1250, 1300, 1350, 1400 relative to
the inlet (see appendix A).
As illustrated in appendix A, total pressure and temperature instrumentation was installed at
the entrance to the split-flow plenum and pants section, and total pressure rakes were fitted at the
lobe nozzle exit plane. Performance coefficients (velocity and discharge) were computed using both
rake locations as charging stations. The thrust produced by the lobe nozzle was measured by a
single-component load cell of 900-kg (2000-1b) range. Nozzle airflow was measured with a
calibrated sonic venturi installed upstream of the facility burner.
TEST PROCEDURES
Following the completion of a configuration buildup, the propulsion and acoustic instrumenta-
tion was checked and calibrated. If the weather was within specifications shown in appendix A, the
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test was started with a nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) of 1.2 and an exhaust gas temperature of
371.1 oC (700 OF). Then the pressure ratio and temperature were increased in 0. I NPR steps to a
maximum of 1.7 NPR at 510 OC (950 OF). Propulsion and acoustic data were recorded at each NPR
increment.
In the event of light rain, a single microphone at I 150 from the inlet was used to measure the
acoustic data. This data was displayed on-line from the one-third octave analyzer described in
appendix D. No magnetic tape recording was made. It should be noted that even when the weather
was good and the full microphone array was being recorded, the 1 150microphone was tied into the
on-line one-third octave analyzer and the traces recorded. Therefore, a quick comparison could be




The first step in the test program was to run the lobed nozzle on the test rig and establish a
baseline, with emphasis on being able to produce the 2000-Hz tone which existed during the NASA
Ames airplane test program (ref. 1).
Runs I and 2 were made with nine lobes of the nozzle flowing. The weather was very marginal
but data was recorded "on-line" at the 1150 location for nozzle pressure ratios of 1.2 through 1.6.
The acoustic results proved to be satisfactory and the 2000-Hz tone was reproduced at NPR 1.6.
See figure 10.
Attempts were made to remove the2000-Hz tone by a process of elimination. Figure 1 I shows
that adding a fairing to the leading and trailing edge of the secondary flow area struts was
ineffective. It had been thought that the angle of attack of these struts, relative to the airstream,
could have caused turbulence which resulted in the problem tone. Next it was decided to block all
flow through the secondary channels. This was accomplished by fitting a piece of aluminum sheet
over all the lobes and filling any voids with asbestos cloth. Results of this run (No. 4) are also shown
in figure 11. No reduction of the tone occurred.
The next step was to remove an aerodynamic fairing which originally was installed internally
between each lobe. This fairing was closed on the upstream end, but open on the downstream
end, a configuration which left the possibility of the creation of a resonating chamber or whistle
type of noise generator. Results of removing the tube fairings are shown in figure 12. The tone was
still not affected.
In order to reduce the number of lobes involved in the remaining tone source tests, the nozzle
was blocked down to five lobes flowing. Figure 13 shows the resultant one-third octave spectra; the
2000-Hz tone is still evident. In the remainder of the acoustic tests five lobes were used and run 6
was considered the baseline. Tube nozzle ends were then added (fig. 6) to the exit of the primary
lobes. Nine lobes were fitted with these tube ends, with a resultant flow area equivalent to five
lobes in the normal configuration. The tube ends removed the 2000-Hz tone, and effectively
reduced the noise level relative to the lobed nozzle (fig. 13). However, this was not a practical
solution due to the high thrust loss and weight penalties for a flight tube nozzle configuration.
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While the tube nozzle ends were installed, the acoustic directivity of the rectangular array
nozzle was evaluated before continuing the tone source tests. This evaluation was best made at this
point of the test program because of the number of lobes in operation (nine) and hardware for the
next test configuration was in fabrication.
To determine the nozzle directivity, an acoustic run was made with the nozzle major axis
projecting through the centerline of the 900 microphone; then the nozzle was rotated 900 and
acoustic data were again recorded. Figures 14 through 18 show the results. In summary, the noise
measured off the short axis was 2 to 6 dB quieter than off the long axis. This difference depended
on the power setting, with the directivity effect diminishing as the NPR was increased. It should be
noted that the tube ends were installed in this test series, but as the overall aspect ratio was near
three, the results of the directivity evaluation should be valid for the proposed BNS-3 lobe nozzle.
The tests completed prior to the directivity evaluation indicated that the 2000-Hz tone was
related to an interaction between the lobes of the nozzle, probably at the exit plane. In an attempt
to pinpoint the exact cause, three test configurations were run: five alternate lobes flowing, with
four blocked (fig. 19); four alternate lobes flowing (fig. 19), namely the lobes which were blocked
for the previous run: and with fences or splitters installed in the secondary flow channels extending
12.7 cm (5 in.) aft of the nozzle exit plane (fig. 20.). All three configurations removed the tone.
It was originally thought that the tone was caused by upstream turbulence in each lobe, and that
because of the relationship of the lobe exits the tones were amplified externally. Narrow band
analysis (10-cycle bandwidth) per figures 21 through 29 shows that no such tone exists in the
individual lobes and therefore the amplification theory is invalid.
The final conclusion as to the cause of the tone is that it is created by an interaction
engendered by the shape and spacing of the lobes. It is not known what effect small changes in lobe
spacing would have on the frequency of the tones, nor just what the minimum spacing change
would be to completely eliminate the tone.
Methods of eliminating the tone are:
1) Change the lobe spacing.
2) Alter the lobe exit by converging near the exit plane, in effect, changing the exit flow
characteristics slightly. (This solution is speculative.)
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3) Change the lobe exit shape to a multi-element, large breakup configuration (deep
corrugations on lobe exits).
4) Add a splitter (fence) between the lobes. Further testing would be required to determine
the minimum size fence required.
NOZZLE PERFORMANCE
It was hoped that the transition-diffuser with the internal splitter plate would provide even
pressure profiles at the entrance to the engine split-flow "pants" section. Examination of the
pressures sensed by the two 4-probe total pressure rakes at the "D" shaped section revealed
considerable distortion (as much as 3.5 psia out of 23 psia) at an average nozzle pressure ratio of
1.5. The brief test period did not allow investigation of the cause of the problem but evidently the
area rate change was too severe to control the flow expansion immediately downstream of the
burner choke plate. Performance data based on the distorted upstream conditions would be
meaningless and are not presented here.
Nozzle performance was instead computed on the basis of total pressure measurements at the
lobe exit plane. Two 4-probe rakes were positioned in the center of the lobes to sense the nozzle
supply pressure. This is a sound practice provided the lobes are not unreasonably long. To minimize
the effects of spanwise distortion, believed caused by the poor entrance conditions, the total
pressure rakes were alternately positioned on lobes 1 and 4 and lobes 2 and 3, as shown in figure 9.
Because of facility airflow limitations, six of the outer lobes were blocked to decrease the flow area.
This was accomplished during the first tests by internally blocking the lobes. Levels of CV as low as
0.90 were measured. The problem was traced to a large amount of leakage around the nozzle
internal blocker plates. In the CV equation, any mass flow that is leaking (not producing thrust) will
drive the CV parameter down. The unused lobes were then sealed externally, The C V level rose to
0.95 at a nozzle pressure of 1.5 as indicated in figure 9. This level can be extrapolated to about 0.96
at takeoff power (NPR = 1.9). Some leakage is still evident around the nozzle-rotation
bearing-attachment flange. This means that the measured CV level is somewhat below the true level.
The discharge coefficient (CD) level of the lobe nozzle was measured also. The CD levels for
ambient and heated air, presented in figure 30, are essentially constant at 0.95 through the range of
pressure ratios tested. The discharge coefficient levels are not particularly important with regard to
nozzle thrust performance but are useful in selecting the target nozzle exit area to provide proper
engine match. The CD values measured with 11 lobes flowing during the engine tests (ref. I) varied
from 0.93 to 0.94 for this range of pressure ratios.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
This test program has shown that the 2000-Hz tone can be eliminated, and that greater noise
suppression exists due to nozzle directivity than was originally predicted. With this knowledge in
mind, it is recommended that further design and testing can provide a flight nozzle with the
suppression shown in figure 8 (shown as BNS-3).
Model BNS-3 would consist of a lobe-type nozzle similar to the one tested (BNS-1 ), the main
change occurring in the lobe exits. These would have deep penetration (high perimeter)
corrugated ends.
To determine the actual effect of changing the lobe exit geometry, a Boeing hot-nozzle-facility
test of a BNS-l nozzle modified to BNS-3 geometry is recommended. The lobes of the BNS-l
nozzle would be removed, and seven new lobes of the BNS-3 configuration would be welded in
place.
Propulsion and acoustic tests would be performed on the modified nozzle, and the results
supplied in time to support a design effort for flight hardware.
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
P.O. Box 3707
Seattle, Washington 98124, May 30, 1974
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FIL 9
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FIGURE 3. INSIDE VIEW OF C8A BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE, UPSTREAM LOBE BLOCKERS
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FIGURE 4.-C8A BUFFALO LOBED NOZZLED WITH SECONDARY FLOW SPLI/TTERS (FENCES) /NSTALLED
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FIGURE 5.-AFT VIEW OF SECONDARY FLOW SPLITTERS (FENCES)
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FIGURE 7.-C8A LOBE NOZZLE IN VERTICAL POSITION FOR DIRECTIVITY EVALUATION
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Con 317 = conical, 2045 cm 2 (317 in. 2 )
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C= peak reduction confirmed during hot nozzle rig test
T = BNS-3 target values
FIGURE 8.-FIXED A REA NOZZLE ACOUSTIC SUMMARY CHART
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(See fig. 30 for CD values)
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FIGURE 9.-LOBE NOZZLE PERFORMANCE, SEVEN LOBES FLOWING
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FIGURE 10.-LOBED NOZZLE SPL BASELINE, 115 0 LOCA TION
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Add 4.9 DB to obtain octave band level
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FIGURE 1 1.-FAIRING AND SECONDARY FLOW BLOCKAGE EFFECTS ON SPL SPIKE
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96- /Run 2: baseline, 9 lobes flowing (on-line data)
Run 5: secondary blocked, upstream tube fairings0in primary removed (recorded data)
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Frequency, Hz
FIGURE 12.-EFFECT ON SPL SPIKE OF REMOVING UPSTREAM TUBE FAIRINGS
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FIGURE 13.-EFFECT ON SPL SPIKE UPON ADDING TUBE ENDS
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FIGURE 14.-ACOUSTIC DIRECTIVITY EFFECTAT 110ANGLE
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See figure 16 for nozzle orientation with respect to microphones
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FIGURE 16.-ACOUSTIC DIRECTI VITY A T NOZZLE PRESSURE RA TIO OF 1.5
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FIGURE 17.-ACOUSTIC DIRECTI VITY A T NOZZLE PRESSURE RA TIO OF 1.6
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FIGURE 18.-ACOUSTIC DIRECTI VITY A T NOZZLE PRESSURE RA TIO OF 1.7
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Run 6: 5 center primary lobes flowing.
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Run Exit rake loc.
.90 013 lobes 1 & 4
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FIGURE 30.-LOBE NOZZLE PERFORMANCE, DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT




Acoustic and performance tests will be conducted on one of the lobe suppressor nozzles that
was tested on the Buffalo aircraft. The mechanical laboratories' hot nozzle test facility(HNTF)will
be used; it is equipped with heated air and thrust measurement capability and is located in in
acoustic arena. A transition diffuser will be built to adapt the facility interface to the split-flow
plenum "pants" and nozzle assembly. Facility burner and airflow limitations allow tests on only
one lobe nozzle with several lobes blocked.
The objectives of the test are to:
I) Identify and eliminate a 2000-Hz tone that was measured during a previous test.
2) Measure the acoustic directivity effect of the rectangular-array lobe nozzle.
3) Measure the thrust performance of the suppressor nozzle.
See figure A-I for a plan view of the test setup, acoustic arena, and the proposed tone source
identification tests. The tone source identification tests are exploratory in nature and will examine
several potential causes of the tone, varying from edge effects (Aeolian tones) in both secondary
and primary passages to lobe nozzle aerodynamic characteristics. The tube breakup nozzles are
intended to completely alter the lobe nozzle flow characteristics in the event that the tones are not
eliminated by any of the other methods. See figure A-2 for tone source hardware.
The acoustic directivity effect of the nozzle will be measured by recording acoustic data with
the nozzle rotated 900 relative to the normal position. The maximum nozzle pressure ratio will be
limited to about 1.3 (Tair = 750 0 F) with four lobes blocked (nine lobes flowing).
Facility thrust and mass flow measurement capability will be used to determine the nozzle
velocity and discharge coefficients under heated air conditions. The performance coefficients will be
determined at two charging stations: (1) entrance to the split-flow plenum; and (2) the nozzle exit
station (see fig. A-I).
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PERFORMANCE INSTRUMENTATION AND CALCULATIONS
Station 1 (plenum entrance) Station 2 (nozzle exit)
PT probe radii, in. 4 PT probes
r1  = 4
r2  = 8
r3  = 11
4 r4  = 12.5
thermocouples 2 r 5  = 2
equidistant 1 r6  = 6 Primary
between PT 7  = 9 flo
probes as





The fully expanded jet velocity and the ideal mass flow will be computed from the arithmetic
average of the two PT rakes at station I and the arithmetic average of the probes on the nozzle exit
rake at station 2.
2ygRT /PAV = _- t/
V1 1  PTI)
y-1 -Y+1
WI! =1A T 2 TI - 1 T I
Seo R 4 1 P\
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Repeat the above computations based on the average pressure ratio measured at the nozzle exit
station and obtain V12 and W12 . Compute and print out the velocity and discharge coefficients for
the two charging stations:
Fm  mmC ,CD=
V m m . VI mi
The total temperature to be used will be the average of the five measured at station 1. The
geometric nozzle exit area will be the cold area plus 2 percent:
Ageo = No. of Lobes Flowing x 13.2 in. 2 x 1.02
Compute y as a function of the total temperature at station 1.
Print out the individual total pressure and temperature measurements for each probe in psia
and degrees fahrenheit.
ACOUSTICS
The acoustic microphone array will consist of eight 1/2-in. microphones located on a 50-ft
radius centered on the nozzle exit. All microphones on the 50-ft radius will be ground mounted
with the microphone face 1/2 in. above the ground surface.
The acoustic data will be recorded on 1-in. magnetic tape with a record speed of 30 in./sec.
Data presentation will be in one-third octave, and OASPL at the microphone location.
Extrapolation to sideline distances, if required, will be decided on later in the program.
On-line one-third octave data will be used for the 110 microphone location. This will help in
making decisions which will support the 2 kHz tone evaluation:
Atmospheric conditions will fall within the following limits:
Wind: no greater than 10 kt maximum
no gusts greater than ± 1.5 kt
Humidity: 30 to 90 percent (no mist or rain)
Temperature: 320 to 90 0 F
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TEST CONFIGURATIONS AND TEST CONDITIONS
T
Nozzle Tone source Nozzle exit Station
- 1 pressure ratios
configuration rotation rake and temperature settings
9 Lobe None 900 On 1.1, 650' F; 1.2, 7000 F; 1.3, 7500 Fa
9 Lobe None 00 On 1.1,6500 F; 1.2, 7000 F; 1.3, 7500 Fa
7 Lobe Noneb  00 On 1.3, 7500 F; 1.4, 8000 F; 1.5, 8500 F; 1.6, 9000 Fc
Noneb 00 Off 1.3, 7500 F; 1.4, 8000 F; 1.5, 8500 F; 1.6, 9000 Fc
1 00 Off c
2 00 Off c
3 00 Off c
4 00 Off c
5 d 00 Off c
7 Lobe 6 d 00 Off c
aMax. flow condition will be controlled by burner operation limits.
bBaseline.
CFlow conditions where 2 kHz tone occurs will be noted and set during tone
source tests.
dThese configuration changes will require nozzle removal and installation
in the fabrication shop.
Note: A back pressure device (choke plate) may be required at the facility - transition
interface to keep the burner mach number (0.2) within operation limits. The
acoustic signature and level produced by the choke plate versus flow rate will be
identified and accounted for prior to recording any test nozzle data.
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FIGURE A- 1. - TONE SOURCE IDEN TIFICA TION FA CIL I TY A ND TESTS





b) Full span lower edge extension
Lobe exit
Fill with 1100 F braze at secondary passages
14- 1.5 in. 
_ Sharp (.01-.015 in.)
c) Lobe, plan view
Sharpen nozzle walls
Primary flow
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d) Internal modifications-to be determined
f) Tube nozzles
e) Lobe splitter 7/8-in. dia tubes
Plan view 4 in.
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0 E Configuration Notes
0 .
1 a 1 Rain 1.6 900 Baseline 9 lobes flowing. 1 microphone, in a plastic bag,
at 1150 F Ioc. 12-12-73
1 47 92 1.2 700
2 47 92 1.3 750 1 microphone at 1150 loc. (no
3 Baseline 9 lobes flowing, bag) on line data only.
4 47 92 1.5 850 12-17-73
5 47 92 1.6 900
1 48 86 1.4 800
1 microphone at 1150 loc. onFairings on fwd and aft.
3 line data only.2 48 86 1.5 850 end of secondary struts.
3 48 86 1.6 900 12-17-73
1 47 86 1.4 800 All flow throughsecond-
ary al. plate over top. Full microphone array recorded.
4 2 47 86 1.5 850
of lobes and asbestor in 12-18-73
secondary channels.
3 47 86 1.6 900
1 52 82 1.4 800 Full microphone array recorded,
Secondary blocked per extra exit probe.
5 2 52 82 1.5 850 run #4, tube fairings. In outer lobe number 5 press
In primary flow probe broke.
3 52 82 1.6 900 removed. Splitter in diffuser broken loose
on one side. 12-19-73
1 51 62 1.3 750
5 primary lobes flowing. Single microphone at 1150 on line6 2 51 62 1.4 800 No secondprimary block, data only.
No secondary block.
3 51 62 1.5 850 12-19-73
4 51 62 1.6 900
1 52 88 1.3 750
7 2 52 88 1.4 800 1 microphone at 115
0 F location, on
9 lobes with tube ends. line data only.
3 52 88 1.5 850 No 5 press probe repaired-no exit rakes.
12-20-73
4 52 88 1.6 900 
- -
50
0 0 0-- a o S-o Configuration Notes
1 52 88 1.3 750
2 52 11 1.4 800 Directionality test. Full microphone9 lobes with tube ends.
3 52 11 1.5 850 array 
12-20-73
4 52 11 1.6 900
5 52 11 1.7 950
1 34 66 1.3 750
2 34 66 1.4 800
9 3 34 66 1.5 850 9 lobes with tube ends. Directionality test. 1-2-74
4 34 66 1.6 900
5 34 66 1.7 950
1 32 1.3 750
10 1.4 800 5 lobes flowing alternate Tone source test, full mic. array.2 32 1.4 800 lobes blocked 1-3-74
3 32 1.5 850
4 32 1.6 900
1 21 1.3 750
4 lobes flowing alternate
but opposite lobes Full microphone array.
11 2 21 1.4 800
from run 10. 1-7-74
3 21 1.5 850
4 21 1.6 900
1 21 1.3 750
5 center lobes flowing with
splitters in the secondary
12 2 21 1.4 800 Full microphone array.
flow, extending 5" aft of
3 21 1.5 850 
the nozzle exit.
4 21 1.6 900
1 1.2 Amb
7 lobes-fences in second-
13 ary exit rakes on lobes Performance run only.





o o . o
E : Configuration Notes
1 1.2 700
2 1.3 750




Same as run 13 except





16 3 1.4 800 Same as run 15 Performance only hot flow.
4 1.5 850
5 1.6 900
1 1.2 Amb P.T. rakes on lobes 2 & 3
2 1.3 7 lobes flowing. Second- Performance, only, cold flow.





2 1.3 750 Same as run 17












1 49 56 1.2 700 Acoustic array (full) 1-17-74
2 49 56 1.3 750
20 3 49 56 1.4 800 Baseline 7 lobes flowing
4 49 56 1.5 850




PLOTS OF RECORDED DATA, ONE-THIRD OCTAVE
BAND SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL
SPAGE BLANK NOT FUAM5
55







2 3 4 5 7 t02  3 3 4 5 7 I03 2 3 r 7 10
FREOUEcCY [HZ
PLOT RL JET PaESSUR RNGLE CRS~RVER OASPL SAtN SPECiALSY0ti tUh TE :ATQ RE INLET LCATON [0D I SETTING I0e 4; 800 1.,00 90 50P 113.8 10
56





2 3 5 102 2 3 4 5 7 2 3 5 7 0
VREQUENCY [HZ1
PLOT RU JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL OA:N SPECIALSYMBOL UVB~R TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATI-O I 1 S ETTI I
e 4 800 1.400 100 50FP 115.3 10
57






= 30 2 3 a 5 7 1 3 5
FREQjENCY [HZ
PLOT RUN JrT PRESSURE RNGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIR SPEC:4
SYMBOL NUMBR TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION (001 SETTIt1
-4-
0 4 800 1.40 110 5 FP 116.8 10
58








I 800 1.400 115 5FP 115.4 10
59





PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CBSERVER OASP GAIN SPEIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCflTON ioBI SETING 10
e 4G 800 1.400 120 50F . 115.9 10
60
cO
gWTXl9 BSPRESSOR IOZZLE MlMOE I0 TEST - HOT MOZZLE TEST FACILITY
fr
2 1 4 5 T (1 2  4 5 7 to3  2 4 5 7 to 2
FREQUENCY (H11
e 4G 8C0 1.4O 125 50FP 18.2 0
61







e 800 1.400 130 5F? 119.9 10
6262






PLOT -UN JET FRESSURE ANGLE .. SER.ER CASPt GAIN SPECIAL 63
C3 7 - 7 : 7 7 ........
63





S 3 45 7 102 2 4 5 10 y 2
FREQUENC (HIZ
PLOT RU JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL A1IN SPECIALSvMBOL Nu'E ? TEMP RATIO RE INLEr LOCATICN [DBI SET:\ 10
Q 45 800 1.400 140 SOFP 119.0 10
64
=X X: -X X X.... ]-
'-" .... X- - ' _
"- 6g _ - ...m -X X- X" -
Or...a ":-- '-




2 C35 7 1 2  Z O 3 I5 l l '
2rEUNCr[Z
PLTRC3E RgUR NL ~ [VR OAP [ PCA
5YN OL NUv.[ T P ATO E NLT OCT [ N ID ] [T[\ 7







2 3457102 2 3457 10 2 3 4 57 I 2
FREQUENCY [HZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSUPE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAi% SE):IRL
SYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO R' INLET LOCAT OI (ORI SETTIXNG 10
4G 850 1.500 90 s3FP 115.5 a
65






2 3 4 5 1 102 2 3 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 104  2
FRECUENCY tHI1
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CBSERVER CASPL GA~IN SPECIAL
SYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATi!O RE INLET LOCATION (CBI SETTING 10
0 40 850 1.500 100 50FP 118.0 C
66








3 4 5 7 10 2 3 4 5 10 2 3 5 7 10 2
FREOUENCY (HZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASDL GAIN SPECIAL
SYBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION I0DB SETTING ID
e 4 850 1.500 110 5FP 119.3
6767




,.. - _ _ _ -- ._ _ --
80 --
C
4 S 7 10 2 3 A 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 t0
FRE.UENCY .HZ1
4a BS F 1.500 115 SCFP 11 9.1
68
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
r-
SC
gL IIl _ fI
6969











85 .500 25 10.4
70
e= "9 0 - S -- I _SC_ -- _____ -
" 80 -
-___ __-__ ..... _____ ____ _ _ _____
50
70
-UFF-At -SUPPR)Si5 -t LE TO-E -I- - -E-S - tHOT ~0-ILE TE -SE -ar-E-I--Y-
14(-
I2 7 - .-- , .-- 7 :7 -- 7 7
o
2 1 5 7 10 2 3 4 7 10 2 3 5 7 0 2
FREQUENCY [H 1
PL T RU JET PRESSURE ANGLE O9SERVER CASPL GAIN SPEIAL
S y"-L %L3ER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION ID 1 S TTING 10
e 4G 850 1.500 130 SOFP 122.3 0
71












2 3 4 5 1 I02 2 3 4 5 7 i3 2 3 4 2 tOa
FREOUENCY [HI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE AN;LE OBSERVIR OASPL GA, SPECIAL
SYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCAT[ON 1oa01 srT TIN ___
* 4G 850 1.500 135 50FP 121.9 O
72







10 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 10 2
FREQUENCY iHtl
PLOT RU% JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIAL
SYMBOL 10-MB-R TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 10B1 SETTIG 10
e 4G 850 1.500 140 50FP 121.6 0
73







to 1 1 ll 1 I ll I ! II
SYM -OL NUrBER TEMp RATIO RE INL5T LOC-iON 1091 SE i\G 10
e 4. 900 1.600 90 50FP l9.0 0
74
crt
M - _. -"- 2"fuE
cn-p-- _ -... . --
C3. . ..
- -. ... ,.z...,.
. .... _..r ...
- " "- - -m"t -" -
El-jI I f: I : : 1t- 1 " ! l - t :






2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 1 13 2
FREQUENCY [HI1
PLOT RU JET PRESS UR ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIAL
SYM3 L NU.R TP RATil0 E INLET LOCATION 1091 SETT __
e 4G 900 1.600 100 50FP 120.4 0
75





S-900 1.600 110 5so P 122.0 0
76
76_ . - _ .-.-










PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER 3ASPL GAIN SPECIALSYCL NUMBER _ RATIO RE INLT LOCATION [OI SETTING ID
e 300 1.600 115 SFP 121.8 0
7777








10 2 3 4 5 7.10 2..7
FREOUENCY [H2I
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE AN3LE OBSERVER OASPL GAI% SPECIALSYMBOL NUM R TEMP RATIO R- INLET LOCTO ioB[ sETT[ [0
oG 900 1.600 120 5OFP 120.4 ----













2 3 4 5 7 102  2 3 4 5 7 1 t 2
FREQUENCY [HZl
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE GBSERVER OASPL SA1N SPECIAL
SYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION [081 SETT:%G 0o
e 4G 900 I.OJ, 125 SOFP 123.2 0
79






8 0 4 ;II10 2 3 4s 7 0 23451 7 -
0 0 
1







,-I I I .- I I I 1
3 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 5 7 1 2
FREQUERCY [HZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE - A-"LE OBSERVER QASPL GAIN SPECIAL
SYMBOL NUMBL4 TEMP RATIO E INLET LOCATIOX 181 SETTI NG 1D
0 4 900 1.600 135 50FP 124-2 0
81





S. 7 t (17 2 3 4 5 7 101 2 3 4 5 7 O4  2
FREOUENC [HZ11
PLCT QU,. JET PR SSUR- ANGLE CBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSY%3'L RUER TEIMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATI[CN iOi SETTING t0
S 4 00 1.603 140 5OFP 124.0 0
82





Z 3 4 5 7 1o2  2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 5 7 to 1FREOUENCY [HZI
PLrT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVE OASPL GAN SP(E ALSYMBOL NUMnER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATON [0I 1 SETTING [r
e 5G 8CO 1.400 90 50FP 113.3 10 RE0 2QZZLE
83







_I I f 1 11 $
X X
2 3 4 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 5 7
FREQUENCY [)il
SI°OL %UMBER TEMP RAT-10 -R INLET LOCA[O' 108 S- -.7'%
e S 800 1.400 10 50FP 114.8 :0 - - REF- 0ZE
84













-P 116.3 13 REF .ZZit
85
-r- --- _: ... .. _-
r ! 'T-I I -I I -] I I... I ! !IMi
z l r -:7 z s 7 x:  : 7 z
Fcr[,C [









so' II P I l - t l If
2 3 4 5 7 zo2 2 3 4 5 7 1o3 z 2 4 , o 2z
FREQUENCY (HZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE AQGLE CBSRYqVR OASPL GA!N SPECIALSYMBOL 
_UMB9 R TEMP RAT10 RE INLET LO ATON 1081 SETTING
e SG 800 1.4C00 115 50FP 116.3 10 RLr ,NCZL
86






PiOr RUN JET PRESSURE A_-LE 0RSERVER DASPI tAN SPCIALSVBOL 
-UH-iR TEMP RTIO RE INLET L)CAT!ON .01 SE! . 10
0 800 1.400 120 53FP 116.8 
-. 10 R O-LE
87
2 3 4 5 7 102  2 3 4 5 7 103  2 3 4 5 7 104  2
FREQUENCY I ZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE ORSERVER OASPL GAIN SP.C IALYMBO NUMB9R ATIO INLET O I log] lING [
e 5G 800 1.400 120 53FP 116.8 10 REF NOZZLE
87





2 3 4 5 7 02 2 3 5 10 2 3 7
FREOUENCY [HZ!
PLC! RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSyy?0L KUWBER [EMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATOCN L91 SETT!XG i







PLOt RU' JET PRSSU. ANOLE . .SERVER -AS- -SPECIAL
989
2 3 5 7 102  2 2 4 5 7 T 3  2 3 5 7 10A
FREQUENCY IHZI
CT UN 'r  IS E G 3BSERVER :ASL :4,% t
SYMBOL. It t R AP ;T 12 RE INLET LOCATION 103' S-: T , %G I0
e . . 800 1.403 130 SOFP 117.9 IO REF %OZZLE
89







- . - . +
Z 4 s 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 to
FREOUENCY IHII
PL3T RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPEC r.SYM,0L NX-- T P R 0 RE INLET LOCATION 10 I S TING
e 8C 1.400 135 S0P 119.7 IC REU i\Z
90










s o 10 I 3 5 0
FREOUJENtT rH1I
PL3T RUN JET PRESSURE ANGE QOBSERVER OASPL CAI SPECIALSY,. OL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 
_ I1 SETtNG 10
S800 1.400 1FP 119.5 10 REF NZZLE
91








o -- 2 2 "" 1 - - .. ..1 .
S 4 5 7 2tO 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 to
FREOUENCY [HIZI
PLCT zUN JiT PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER QASPL GA:N SPECIALSYM30L xUmgE:? TE-9 RATIO RE INLET LOCAT O1 0 CO! SETTIN G
e 85 1.500 90 SOFP 1. C
92






S100 - _ ..-
70
70
2 3 4 5 7 10 2  2 3 4 5 7 183  2 3 4 5 7 04  2
FREQUENC, IMlz
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE 
_SERViq CASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LtOATI[C 1031 SETTI'G ID
e 55 850 1.500 100 SFFP 1i7.0 0
93









2 1 4 S, 7 02 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 to
FREtUENCY (HLI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE :-5L[ 09SERVER OASPL GCN SPE-IIA
5G 850 1.500 110 5"FP
94





PL0T RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER GASPL GAIN SPECIALSYM9OL NUMIJER TEMP RAIIO RE INLET LOCATION 091 SETTI G 10
e 5G 850 1.500 115 50FP 118.4 0
95










Z 3 5 7 102  z 3 4 5 7 1o3  2 3 r 5 7 IQl
PLCT RU, JE T  PRESSI E ANGLE CBSERVER OASPL GA[. S;tIdALSYMOL ,"yB_; TEMP RATIo RE INLET LOCAI"[O, [I SETTING iO
e 5G 850 1.500 120 5O-P I 18.8 0
96








PLOT RUN JT P~ESSURE ANGLE BSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL tUxg-R T E' RATIO R INLET LOCATION 1D SE TTIN 10
e 5& 850 1.503 125 50FP 119.3- 0
97





Ito - 1 I l l t ! I I I l- I I w -
2 3 45 7 10 2 3 5 1 2 3 4 5 7 10 2
FREOUENCY [H-1
PLOI RUN JET PRESSORE AM LE O SERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYV.L NUIBER TEMP RATIO iE INLI LCCAI[ON IOBI SETTING ID
e 50 850 1.500 130 50FP 19.8 C
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR IOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
a 70gtC -
_-
10 3 4 X_ 
- 2
rFREQUEY 7
SYMBOL NUMER IEMP RA 1 RE INLE LOCA110N I DB I SE 
-
iNG 10





PLOT RUN jET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER CAS:L GAIN SPECIAL
SY MBOL NU -1E R TEMP RA 7O RE INLET LOCATrON IORI SE TTING [O
e 5 850 I.SCO 135 so0,P 121.7 0
99












o 3 r 5 7 2 103 3 .5 1 -
. z -- 8 1_ "" P 1 
_. -
Li-
7 - : ' " -- : _ _ _:
FREOUENCY INI
PLOr T U% .iJT PRESSURE ANGLE 3BSIRV[q ASPL GA II SPECIALSYM3L NLU3E TEMP RATIO RE INLET L1CAT[0. [D1 SETTING 10
G 52 8-0 1.500 140 SOFP 121.6 -aO
S10(O





0 . .! .. 7"
In
<RE . .... 7 -7
- 3 4 5 7 12 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 10 2
FREQLEiCf HZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSUE A.j. C.SERVER OASPL GAIN SPI ALSYMBOL MUMBEi TEMP RATI RF i1LET LOCATON 1091 SETTING 10
S900 1.600 90 50FP 118.3
101

















2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 2
FREQUENCf (HZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANCLE 09SERVEq CA SL SAIN SPEIALSYMBOL NUMBOE TEMP RAT-O RL INLET LOCATIC\ 23 Sti IJ
e 00 1.500 110 5GFP 12 -- 0
103










_ 0 3 4 5 7 10_ 2 3 5
FREQUENCY [HZI
PLOT RU\ JET PRESSLIE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAx SPEIAL
Y. : Ol j"3 RATIO RE INLET LOCAT[O. 1091 SETTING 16
e SG 900 1.600 lOl5 P fcZO.8 -- 0
104







E c o ' - ... .
2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 A 5 7 104 2
FREQUEKCI [ItZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE qAK: E QBSERVER ASL GA \ SPEIALSY O0L NUMBER TEMP RAT10 R INLET LOCATION 10BI SETTING I
50 900 1.600 120 50 f 121.3 a
105








o .. ev ... :
cm... . - -_
-2k I l a-2 _ _- - '
; -... ... ...
to.. .... '
-_ - -_ -: 3-.: :. _-
.. .. 's'ul : 1 : : :
sT N-- ~ Il I 1: "IIf:, :
go o z ] , o o
C3O[N [~









3 . i 1 . ...
601- -- i - ___ ___ -_ -i" -- i --
2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 10 2 7 4 5 7 to 2
FREQUENCY IHI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER QASPL CAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBrLR TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 10o1 sETTING 10__
e 5G 900 1.600 130 50FP 1.2.0 0
107




21 2 5 1 102 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 t0
FREOUENCY [HIl
PLT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE 09SERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSY133 NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LCCATION 1091 SETTI\G 10
50 900 1.600 13 50FP 123.9 0
108












10 2 3 10
soA
70 --- '- "- -"------
FREQUENCY IHZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVE CASP GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NU'MBER TEMP RACIO RE INLET LOCATIC6 10BI St.TING 10
e 5G 900 1.600 140 50FP 123.9 0 
109







SY _'"L [ EM, RA O RE INLET LOCAIO S
e 
-8 750 1.300 90 .FP .2 0
110















12 r X 10 - -
FREQUECY CHI
PLOT RU- JE- PSSURE A--LE OBSERVR DASPI GAIN SPiALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP 8ArIQ RE INLET LOCATION fQaI SETTING TO8O 750 1.300 100 5-P 10.3 20
11
_3 _ ,. _ .z- - : .. :
cc' ,. , :...
L ... -. , _: ..
9 :i-" - ::"-... -- '-
80_. 
_





_ I 1 1_ 1 __l i I
a
O REOU.C [H








.. ..0  .. R- .. .. .RA 10 R-N E C T 0 1 ETTI\
e~" ac 75.130..0.CP 
. -20-
1122 
- : ... . -:











2 3 4 5 7 10 2  2 3 A 5 7 10 3  2 3 a 7 10 2
FREQUENC (Z I
PLOT R U JET PRESSURE ANGLE ~1SERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYM3QL NUXBrR TEMP RATIO RE INLET LCCATION 109 ] SETTING 10
e BG 750 1.300 115 SCFP 101.8 ZC
113




; o II .. .. ..... "C - -
C2 to2 2 03 2o
,: ... ._- -- 
__ _ -_ - X .





,a - : .. ... .. : :: -
114




PLOT RU' JET PRESSURE ANGLE QBSERVER 3ASPL GAIN SPECIALSY.'OL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LCCAT[ON [1031 SETTING
e 8G 750 1.300 125 SOFP 102.6 20
115
T1










2 -* 5 7 10 2 4 7 t0 3  2 3 4 S 10
FREQUENCY tHZl
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CBSERVER CASL !AIN SPEEIALSYM~CL .NU TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATCN [3 1 SE TING ID
e sG 750 1.300 130 5rfP 102.0 20
116










f -I I - I 1 I I II
Z 3 4 5 7 102  2 3 4 5 1 to103  2 3 4 5 7 10to 2
FREQUENCY [HZI
PLC!T :N JET PRESSURE INGLE CBSERVER CASPL GAIN SPECIAL
SYVOL" \L ,." TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION [PBI SETTING
e 8 750 1.300 135 50P 102.8 20
117







g tIC - T __0_ 




PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE L OBSERVER OAS'L GA% SPECtALSYHBOL U:ER TEP RATIO RE INLET LOCAT[ON ,, S.Tr:\ I0
e 8G S0 1.300 140 50P 102.8 2j
118




e S 830 1.400 90 50FP 101.9 20
119
119










2 3 4 5 7 102  2 3 4 5 7 1o3  2 3 4 5 7 O4  2
FREQUENCY (HZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER GASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBR T E M RATIO RE INL'T LOCAT[ON [OBI SETTING IO
e 8G 800 1.400 100 50FP 102.6 20
120











PLCP RUN J;T PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER CASDL GAIN SPEC!AL
SYM30L NUI'BER TEMP RA . RE INLET LOCATI[O% 1,B1 SETTING 10
e BG 800 ILA.Co 110 SOFP 104.5 20
121







2 3 4 .. 2 3.... " ..
FREOUENCY [HZ
PLOT RUN JET PRESS'j ANGLE OBSERVER CASL tAI? SPELALSYM0L NUM3ER TEMP RATIJ ;E INLET LOCATION IOJI SETTING IO
e 86 800 1.C0 1~5 SOrFP 104.5 20
122








8 tc - _
6- - ".. , -
2 3P 1 o 102 2 3 45 7 10 2 
_ _ 5 0  2
e 858 1.500 115 CFP 10.8
o - _ .- -__ ...
_-Z r- -- - " - - ...
123
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE tO TEST - NOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITYI "
130
-- a
S- ! - I 1 - 1 -! I --! t - I 1 -1
2 3 4 5 7 to2  2 4 5 7 tO3 2 3 4 5 7 to
FREGUJEnCT , zI
PLOC RUN JET PRESURE ANGLE OSSERVER Z45'L GAIN SPECIALSYMOtL NUBR TE RAT I RE INLT LOCAT:1 iCS I SETTING I0
e 8G 800 1.400 120 50FP IO5.l 0-
124





PLI RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPLI IyAN SEiALSYMCL NU M3ER TEMP RATIO RE INL. LOCATION [ Oi SETItNG 10
e 8G 800 1.400 L25 50FP 105.8 20
125













-UMBER IEP RAI-O RE INLT LOATO . [0 1 SETT i 10










--OL U R T RAT O RE INLET LOCiiON OI ST I 0
1277 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 IC3  3 4 5 7 0 2
908 800 1.400 135 SloP 105.6 20
127








€- .. -- 





PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANLE 3SERVER GASPL GA!N SPECIALSYMBOL NUM3R TEMP RATIO RE INLET L1CATEj% IlOB SEtTI To
e 0800 1.400 140 5FP 105.5 -- 3
128







z 2 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 5 t o0 2
FREQUENCY [NZI
PLaT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYM oL NUMBER TEMP RATIO R INLET L OCATION IR1 SE TTING I
e 
-
850 1.500 90 50FP 104.7 2c
129




2 10 3 5 103 5O
FREQUENCy 0811
PLOT RUN JET PRESSU3 ANGLE CBSrRYV CASPL SAiN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMp RATIO RE INLET LOCAr:C\ tni SEr: G toS 8 850 1.--500 100 5? 105.6 20
130

















PLT RU JET PRESSURE ANGLE cBSEVER DASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LCCATVJN [OB2 SETTING ID
















PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE QBSERVER OASPL CAEN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION I102 SETTI\G 10o 8- 850 i.500 i20 50FP 108.1 20
132132




Z 3 4 5 7 102  2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 1 Ito
FREQUENCY IHZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPEZIALSYMBOL NUBEk TEMP RATIO RL INLET LOCATION ;031 SETTING to
e GG 850 1.500 125 50FP 1C8.5 10
133









go 1 'l I 1 II I 1
2 3 A 5 7 10- 4 5 7 t03 Z 3 4 S 7 ta
FREQUERCY IZI
PLO RUN JET PRESSURE AGLE SSERVER OASPL AIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMER TEMP RAT13 RE INLET LOCA7ON 0 0 I SE T 71NG 10
e 8G 850 1.5.0 Il0 So.? 10.. 20
134
134





PLOT RUY JET PRESSURE ANCLE OBSERVER CASPI GAIN SPEtIALSYM3BL NUMBR TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATIO\ 10B SETTI\3 10




BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR OIZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HlOT IZZLE TEST FACILITY
140
"< 120 





PLCI RUN JET PR SSJRE ANGLi C3SSERVER ASPL GAI SPECIALSYM9OL NUMBER ;EMP RA1'0 RE INLET LC:ATE'N 191 SETTING i0
SG 850 1.500 140 SOF? 1 3 2
136
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILIITY
5 I
ra t7i _ _








., - - - -r
c -.....
,,= 2 - _ 2 - 2 Z X
• _ -. :Z _-_ -_-
Ck. - -_- -
137








-NUMER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCIATlO 13 I sittIG ID
e SG 900 1.600 100 SOFP 101.3 ZC
138







2 3 4 5 7 10 2 3 4 S 7 t03 2 3 4 5 7 to 2
FRE"UENCY U1I
PLOT RUN Js- PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER QASPL CAiT SPEfiA-
SYMBOL NU-R- l E# RATIO RE INLET LOCA T ION 10 B S T I ID
e 8G 900 1.00 110 50ip 109.3 10
139
TFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE [0 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
70 --
a
S10 3 5 10 10
FREQUENCY 1H10
c --
PLT U JT PRESSUR NGL OBSERVR SPL SPiL
3 1.600 1 - -FP 109.4 
_10
O T 40Z
PL T RUN JET PRESSURE AN5LE ORSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUIJ:BR1 TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATI'ON loa] SETTING 10
e as 900 1.600 115 ,OFP 109.4 10
140









PLOT RU JT PRESSURE AMGLE OBSERVER QASPL GAIP SP-tCALSYMaOL NUJBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LCCATIOPI [081 SETIN 
_ _










. 900 .600 125 S FP 110.2 10
142







S 0o --3i TE-P ...1I R INLT LO AT ON I Se J n 10
o s 900 1.603 130 50FP 1. 10
143
70 -- .S Z Z 2 : Z Z S SS S 143













60 t I 
2 3 '4 5 7 to 3 4 5 103 2 3 4 5 7 to 2FREQUENCY 1HZ!
PLO T RUN JET PRESSuRE A% L[ C;SERVER CASPL GAIN SPECIALSYM90' NUM9LR TEMP PATIO RE INLET LCCATI2\ 1o3; SErrTIN 10e s 900 1.603 135 5CFP 110.3 10
144









S" - ..- 
.._l _ I _ 1 1 11 1 I _____
2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 2
FREQUENCY (H1
PL:' RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER 0ASPP GAIN SPECIA'SYMx0L NUMOER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION [1081 SETTING 10
e SG 900 1.600 140 5OFP 110.1 10
145









2 3 4 5 7 102  2 3 4 5 7 103  z 3 4 5 7 104
FREQLENCY (HZ I
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE QBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUM9ER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION [OB9 SETTING 10
e 8 9 50 1.700 s0 5CFP 107.2 10
146









PL I RUN jET PRESSURE ANG! [ OBSERVE. OASPL GAI' SPE:IAL
SY'-3OL NLM~E~ TMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION :O~I SETTIN3 10
e 8G 950 I.O0 100 50tP 108.9 10
147









PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE C1SSRYR 0ASEL GA SPECAL
SYmbOL NUME '[ fMP RATIO RE I'LET LOCATION r0c1 SiTT:\G In
e 8G 950 1.100 110 SFP ll1.O - .
14~
148
---~iUPF itU PPV E.R ~Zf -%OOLE -T- -1--E0 - ----- E- -ES5-- -f-A--L-1-t-T
14Z
Ila
o z! " j _LL -4-
60
S10 
_ 5 .10 _2
FREOUENCY (HZ!
PLOr U' J(T PRESSURE ANGLE OISERVER OASPL GAN SPEIAL
SYMBOL auM2E4 IEM RATIO RE INLET LOCATEIO 10BI SETrI\ 10
G 80 953 1.100 115 50P 110.9 10
149







3 4 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 i 2 3 4 7 - 2
FREQUENCY IHZI
PLCT RUN JET PRESSURE A4NL CSERVER aASRL GAIN SPECIAL
SYMBOL NUM3ER iEXP RATI1O RE NLET LOAION E091I SETTI\G
e 8G 950 1700 12 50P 111.7 13
150





2s r to 2 3 4 S 7 103 2 3 4 S 7 10 2
FREOUENCY IHZI
PLOT RU4 JET PRESSURE ANGLE Q1SERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMaOL NUM3ER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LCCATION [0Bi SETTING 10
S 80G 950 1.700 125 53FP 112.0 10
151







2 3 4 5 7 2  2 3 5 7 103  3 4 5 7 tO
FREQUENCY [HZI
PL CT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GA%: SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION (BI SETTING ?3
8 G 950 1.700 130 50FP 108.7 10
152







3 4 5 7 102 2 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 2
FREQUENCY lHZ1
PLOT RUl JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GA!N SPE:IAL
SYMBOL NUMBr: TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATON 0% 10 SETTIG 10
e M 950 1.700 L35 JCFP 111.8 10
1531 53






102 2 3 7 5 7 103 2
S8 950 1.00 140 50FP 111.6 10
54
. ..5-'
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
140
.- . -- 1 _II _ . __  .. _ _ -
1a5
7 -- - :
C3 3 4 5 7 0 Z 3
FREOUENCY mHZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER CASPL GAtN SPECIAL
SYMCL U1ER T[EP RATIO RE INLET LOCATICN 1031 SETTING 10e 9 ? 70 1.300 90 5OFP IC4.1 20
155







- .03 3 5 10
9-
_ ___- ._ _7 _ +1
2 3 4 5 7 102 Z 3 41 5 7 to 2
FREQUENCY [ HZ I
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVtR CASPL GAN SPECiAL
SYMBOL NU.'11R TEMP RATIO RE INLET L3CATEON (01 SETTI %. 10
e 9G 750 1.300 100 53FP 105.3 20
156
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
14C
120
oC t _ .
a. l
C0
S310 3 5 1 -0 2 3 4 5
FREQOUENCY [H I
PLOT RLN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIAL
SYMBOL N U:3ER TEMP RAT I0 RE INLET LOCATION 103 1 SE TTI G I
e 9 750 1.300 115 50rp 106.5 10
157




...o ___ _ _ _ .. . r ,- -.
t - __ t- a_ .. ... ..
I-iz
7 0 7:X X
z 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 7 tO3  2 3 4 5 7 to
FREQUENCY IHZ]
PLOT RUN JET PESSURE A\LE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SDEIIAL
SYMBOL NUM4E[R TEM? RATID RE INLET LOCATION 10B1 SETTING 10
e SG 750 1.300 liO 50FP 105.9 20
1 58





2 3 4 S 7 02 2 3 4 5 7 o03 2 3 .104
LC-i RU Jt PRSSURE LE 9SV ASL SPEAL
L.J
S M1OL NUBr~i TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION [1BI SETTNG 10
e s 
-
1.300 120 50P 10.9 20
159
750. 1.30 . .. .sor 105.
_ . _ __ _ : -_ - - -. ._- -5.













SYMBOL NUMER TE0P R0TIO R INLEY LOCATE]% [DB] $[TTI\G 10
_ -
e SI 750 1.300 130 5fP 13".8 1
w -X
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE .. .. .YER 3ASPL CAIN S EC.IA




S10 2 3 4 5 2
Sii3L UMBER 
_EP RATIO R. I":LE LOC_____ [_ _ D SE TT NG ID
o - "50 1.300 135 50fP 10.3
6L.
62









S5 7 10 3 5 10 1 2
SYMB, .U. "R- TEMP Rll0 3E INLET LOCAl-N 1 . .. ..
70e G 50 1.30 140 50fP 10.9
163




PLT - UN JET P--SSURE - NLE O SERV~E ASPL ... .IN SPL
164
m : - . .. .. .. .. .. 7-- -- _







PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CBSERVER CASPL GAEN SPEC ALSYMBOL NU:'ER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCAT IN 03 1 Si T NG 10
e 90 800 1.400 100 SOFP 108.0 20
165




tt1' _ _t1 _
SV' OL NLY3E- TEMP RATIO R INLET LOCATIl\ -1091 SETTING 10
e 95 900 1.400 110 50FP 109.4 10
166
-BLFF-LO-i -UP-P-- RE S QOR -OZB- T -H1E - T -- HO! g-E- TEST A . T .ICL
140













PLOT RUN J-T PRESSURE AK5LE OBSERVER OAS'L GAIN SE'! ALS YM3L NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 19I1 SET T INO __
S 90 800 1 .400 115 OFP 109.9 10
167






ye too --- 1 . . ..
-I -
2 4 5 t Z 3 4 5 7 103  2 3 4 5 7 104  2
FREQUENCY [HZ1
PLCT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAt SPECIALSYMBOL NUMB[ : TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION ICBI SETTING 13
* SG 800 1. oo 17C 50FP 110.2 20
168
.fIrFALO -SURPRE-SSOR 1NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
ze 120
0
- ticI _ _l 
_l_
2 3 45 7 10 3 * 5 o10 2 3 4 5 to 2
FREQUENCY (HZ1
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GA!N SPECIAL
SY?OL NU1:BER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION (08 1 SETTING I)
e 9G 800 1.400 125 50fP 110.5 10
169169







e 80a 1.40 130 50FP 110.9 10
S70
70
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
I14




2 ,3 45 tO2 2 3 1 , 2 3 4 5 7 1 Z
PLcT RUN JV ' ,SSU ANGLE OBSERYER OASPL GAIN SPECZAL
SYMBOL NU'BR TMP RA::O RE INLET LOCATI0N (BI SriTrin_ ID
e 90 80 1.40G 135 50FP 110.5 10
171










2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 7 10 2
FREQUENCY JZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE S-RVER GASL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 1031 SETTING 10S 9sG c00 1.400 140 SOFP 109.8 10
172





ltC - ._ --
FREOUENCT (HZI
PLOT aUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIAL
SY. OL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LCCA[O.N [O!B SETTING _0
e 90 850O 1.500 90 50FP 108.5 10
173





.. .. ... .. ..103 3 5 7 It -
FREQU9(CY [11
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGL( OBSERVER OAS L GAIN SPECIAL
SY l OL NUM9ER TEMP RAtIO RE INLET LOCATION 101 SETTING ID
0 SG 850 1.500 100 50FP 110.0 10
1741"74






c z _ _t
z o*45 7 a 2  3 5 I 10 2 34 . o
rREQUENCY 1HZI
PLCT RUN JEr PRtSSUE ANGLE OBSERVR DASPL GAIN SPEEIALSYMBOL NUMB[ TEMP RAI RE INLET LOCATION IC I SETTING 13













2 100 - 5_ 
-0. 3 10 3 __
so - _-_ _ _ -_ - - _ _ _
e 9 850 1.500 115 50FP l1.0 10
7680
2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 104 2
FREQUENCY [iHZl
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CSERVER CASPL GAIN SPECIAL
SYMBOL NUM4ER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATICN [031 SE11ING I
e9e 850 1.500 115 5OFP 112.0 10
176






tc -_ _ -M- ___.
PUT~ RUN J:T PRESSURE ANGLE QBSERVER QASP tAiN SEiAL
C177 1 4 7 _ 2 2 -- --
Sy L NUMBER TEMP RAT13 RE INLiT LOCAT-- O4 SETTIXG _ _
S-G 850 1.500 120 SoFP 112.-







5 7 10 3 5 " 103  2 3 M L I-
FREQUENCY [HZ3
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OSERVYER OASP G~AN SPECIALSYMBOL NRUX1rR TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATI3N [ODB SETTI\G IO
e 9G 850 I.50 125 50FP 112.8 I-
178







7 -- Ill _ -_ _ I II _ I_ ( _
179179
FliTFAL SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT MOZZLE TEST FACILITY
t4C
tic









PL:T RUN JET PRESSuIR ANGLE CBSERVER QASPL tA1N S:EC1ALSYCL UMEQ __TEMP RIIATI RE INET LOCAT:ON IOBi SErING To
* 9 8 650 L.5CO 135 5orP Iz2.e --- 0
180
BUFrALo SUPPRESSOR OMZZLE TORE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLL TEST rACILITY
140





- 8t - _ _ - --___ _ --_ - - -
FREOUEnCY 1HZ1
PLOfT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION DOB] SErrIrI [0
e SG 850 1.500 140 SOFP IlI.7 1o
181








2 3457 102 2 3 4 5 10 2 3 4 57 10 2
FREQUENCY [ZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVE OASPL CGAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMER TEMP RATIC RE INLET LOCATION 101B SETTI\G 10
' 30 900 1.600 90 50FP 110.1 1
182







o - __ .. . " "-
2 3 4 7 02 2 3 4 5 10 2 45 7 to
FREOUENCY [HI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER DASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 10B! SETTG ID
S S 900 1.600 100 50FP 111.6 la
183




PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ARNLE OBSERVER OASPL GATN SPtIAL
SYX-OL NUM-ER TEMP RATI - RE INLET LOCATIO. .. .. 1 SE..ING
S 900 1.600 10 0 112.4 10
184184





2 3 5 102 2 34 5 7 0 2 34 5 7 0 
FREQUENCY HZ11
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL CAIN SPECIAL
SYMBOL NUHER 1E"v RATI RE INLET LOCAO 10D1 Si T T NG 10
S 900 1.60C 115 SOFP 1:3.8 10
185
° --i :: :: :: :: :










2 3 4 5 7 102  2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 tO4  2
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CBSERVER CASPL GAIN SPECIALS.yM__L NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOIATCN '1031 SETTIG 
-9 900 1.500 120 SOFP I14.1 IO
186







7 10 2 3 5 10 2 3 5:--
FREQUENCY IHZL
0 800 1.600 125 S0FP 114.5 10
187187





e0 "- 900 00O
88






L ioo _3 X ._
SFR EQUECY HII
e 900 1.500 135 SOFP 114.1 10
189
. ."C 3 ...-.. ... ..._ ..
189







fRE- U.H- - 'I




--CDi _ : : : :-
190





-  2 0--_ 
_
0
C3 tic - I _ 
______
2 t70
" -0 .... 7 0 0 -- 5- ... . "0
1s9
so
2 2 S W 2 3 4 , 7 103  4 S 7 to4
FREQUENCY IHZ!
PCT RUN JET PRLSSURE ANGLE QSERVER OASaL GAIN SPECIALSYrrOL NUXER TI[P RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 131 SETTING I_
S 9G 550 L.7CO sc SOFP 111.8 10
191
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILIT*
14C
110





PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMER TE?'P RATI) RE INLET LOCATION [01 SETTING 10
e 9G 90 1.100 100 50FP 113.1 10
192








PlI .RU. JE PRESSURE 
--
SLE aSERvER QPI GAIN SPEC L
0e s 9S 1.700 
.I SOFP I13.S 10
193




... 10r103 5 1
FRECUENCY IH11
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CBSERVER QASPL GAIN S'ECIAL
SYMBCL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 8I1 SETTING 10
e 950 1.700 115 50FP 114.5 0
194
_--- -- -- -- - --
194







0 50 1.00 10 OP 115.1 1
REQUENCr IZl195
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE GGSERVIR OASPL GAIN SPE AL-SYMBOL NUMaE[; 'EHP RAI[ RE INLT LOCAIO IB_ SETTI __G _.0
8 9G 950 1.700 120 50FP 155.1 iC
195




S 34 57 102 2 3 ca 100 2
FREOUENCY H11
PF3T RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVR OASPL GAIN SPECIAL
SY?O0L NUMBER TEMP 9ATIO RE INLET LOCAION 1091 SETTING 10
e G 90 1.700 125 S0FP 116.0 0
196
s o
.! _ :- f -: :: -- __
196







S950 1.00 13 50FP 116.5
BvFFALS SUPPRESSOR ROZILE ronE 0o TEST - HOT IOZZLE TEST FACILITY
141
a
ct 3 4 10-A
FREQUENCY 1HZI
PLGI RUN .IT PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSMBGL IUMBER TEMP ATI RE INLET LOCATION I B i SETTINGt 10
e G 950 1.100 135 50FP 115.6 10
198





SYMB0 i NuM3i 
_ TEMP RATIO RE NLT L0CATIO 1081 SETTING 1 -0 9. 50 1.100 140 SO-P 114.
C 0 X- X ~ 1 : ! -: III :III :f :
Ito 0 ] , O : I'
XRQECYIZ
PLXI XU XE R.SR NL BEV SL G.N PEA$¥IO UCrla i[ E[NE OA[~ O ! STIG I
em z[ 5 .0 40SzP1 46 I
cm19X























- "l"- + ..
I7 7 M-.... ... :
7- 0 - _. :: : :ii-
-< -- ~- ,i i : -
.... .. . _-- I I.. .. j z
-- -- _ - - _
.- _ 
_ .- -- _











o 1 T f I I f fl 11 11 it
2 3 4 5 7 1t02 2 3 4 5 7 a3 2 3 4 5 7 10 2FREQUENCY [HZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE AN;LE OBSERVER OASPL GA7N S;P)E|AL
e 10 750 1.300 o10 SOFP 106.5 -0
201





PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMOL UMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 10B1 SETTING 10
ioe 75o 1.300 110 50FP 107.8 20
202
PLTCmJT PESRE AGE OSRE ASL GI PI A
Lit L IUB..__.] TM A I R N E O A I N O l S T I G I
e O 50 13031 0' 178 2
-2O2





-to. .. .. .,_ _...
t
.FRE.U.E CY f ._-
2 3 4 5 7 102  2 3 a S 7 103 2 2 4 5 7 t Od
FREOUENCY [HZ|
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE 0BSRVFR aASPL GAIN SPECI[ALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATI1O4 OBI SETTING 10
e TOG 750 1.300 115 SOFP 107.7 10
203






0 O 1.300 OfP 10.5 20
204
5 7 12 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 104
0 7 .300 120 _ SOF -8-









2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 S 7 103  2 3 4 5 7 to 2
FRECUENCY [H1
PLOT PUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CBSERVER CASPL GAIX SPECIALSY'OL NUME i TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION DOBI SETT 
_o
e IOG 750 1.300 125 50FP 109.0 IC
205





2 345 7 !O 2 345 7 103 2 3 45 7 10 2
SFRE UENC. ..Z
SYO 
-ER T- RATI3 RE I\JT LOCAVC\ !091 SETV:G ID
--
2 3 4 3 4 5 1 10  2 3 A 5 7 104 2
PLOT RUN JFT PRESSURZ ABSE V -cr v R CASPL SA N' SPiCrAL
e 100 750 1.303 130 50FP 1C9.6 . 10
206-
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - NOT NOZZLE TEST FACILrIT










-_ -7 _ ____ _ ____
so W I fl I I I
e 10 150 1.300 135 50P 110.2 t
207






P -or "U E PRESSIJE ANGLE U.SERVER CASPI GIN SPCIAL
e OG 750 1. 300 140 50 FP 10.6 10
208
IUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT IOZZLE TEST rACILITY




a TOO + -f - _
C3
7:
Cal I 1 ! I I I l1 ! - l l I I :R
Z 4 5 7 t02 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 10t4  2
FREQOUENCY IZI
PLCr RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL ~A41 SPECIAL
SYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 091 SETTI G 10
ea OG 800 1.400 90 SOFP 107.7 10
209
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 13 TEST - OrT IOZZLE TEST FACILITY
"t3 -" 









- 0G 800 1.4 0 100 0P 108.9 20
2102t0





2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 2 3 4 5 7 10 2
FREQUENCY [HZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMOV L NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 1081 SETTIG ID
e OG- 800 1.400 110 50FP 110.8 10
211





e 10 800 .00 115 P 10.9 10
'C12
n O 0 0 50FPt
212 ""









2 3 4 5 7 2 3 S 7 103 2 3 5 7 10'
FREQUENCY [HZ!
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMIOL NUMBER TEMP RAtIO RE INLET LOCATION lOB! SE TT1N 10




-: E-: :: - -.- :: - MC2 Mcm_ z: " Z] ::
13






Urr&ALO SUPPRESSOR IOZZLE TONE Io TEST - Ir INOZZLE TEST FACILITY
X X
St
r /W 120- -
FREQUENCY H ZI
PLC' PUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CBSERVER GASPL GAIN SPECIALSYOL NUMBER TEMP RAllIO RE INLET LOCATION (0C1 SETTING 13
e 100 800 1.400 130 50FP i13.? I0
215
X.... X . ..
5Vf : lr : I : f 1 l I I : - ! ! i l : l :
C3 o z ] 45 7 I: z : o
too-NC [Z
PLT RN JT PESRE AGE LBEVR3 AP ;| ;E[A
-c ]L .U !E [P A | E IL T LC TIN [ B E TN ,
e 0 0 .40 105bP 13? I
C31






0 -- I I I ' I - I - 11 " - i i I -Z 3 5 7 02  2 4 5 7 3 4 5 7 
FREQUENCY IHZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPEC;ALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION [OI SETTING ID
e 10 800 1.400 135 50FP 113.9 10
216










PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION CI SETTING i
e 10G 800 1.400 140 0FP 113.9 10
217





mi I I I ! I t 
_I I_ I i _I
a
FREQUENCY NZ11
PLOI RUI iJT PRESSURE IANGLE QSRVR OASPL GAIN SPECIALSY, OIL NU_ ER T__, RATIO RE INLET LOCATION [oB1 SETTING i0
Le G 850 1.500 90 50FP 109.1 10
218
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
14 - X
120






2 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 S 7 10 2
-G 850 1.500 1C - -SOFP 1-0.6 1 -








__ _ _____ _____
SYMBOL NUMBER IEP RATIO 1 INLI LCAIO 
-,.1 SETING 
-02 IOG 80 1 .500 i0 SOFP . 10
220







PL RU J PRESSUE AGLE OBSERER OSPL AI PEAL
t-J-
SYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION fo0! SETTING I0
80 OG 850 1.500 115 50FP 112.9 10
221
la SS-- ."-- :"- _ '
221









0 1 1P I I
2 3 4 5 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 4 5 7 10o 2
FREOUENCY [HZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE CBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPEMIALSYMBOL NUM3ER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LICATIO4 10I1 SETTING 10
e 100 850 1.500 120 SOFP 113.8 10




2 3 n 11
FREOUENCY HZI1
Sm3OL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCTION IDA] SETI\G 10
e 10 850 1.500 125 5P 14.4 10
223








SYBO : 50 T R RE INLET LOCATION 10-1 SETTING 1 .50 .500 130 FP 115.1 1
224224
SJFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 1O TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
I-




Z 3 4 5 7 102  2 3 , 5 7 103  2 3 4 5 7 104  2
FREOUENCY [HZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIAL
SYM O0L NUMB R TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION B091 SETTINGC ID
e 10G 850 1.500 135 50FP I15.8 o10
225








-- ..1. - _ .. I --i i _
- 80
2 3 4 7 10 2 3 45 I1 2 3 45 71O' 0
FREOUEVCV 0HZX
10G 850 1.500 14- SOFP 115.9 10
226
-Ep X-- : ....
226




cm - -- __
.' - 1_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _.
e 00 900 1.600 90 SOFp 110.9 10
SYMBOL NUJMiR TEMP RI2 9E INLET LOCATION 1-1 SETTING 0
. loG 0. 1.6 - s SOF 110.9 , ,10







o 10t 900 1.500 100 SOFP 111.9 -1
28




7-- 27Z : 7: 7 7.
S o -I - - -- ......
2 3 4 5 7 102  2 3 A 5 7 103  2 3 A 5 to 2
FREQUENCY 1HZI
PLOT RUN JET ..PRESSURkE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATION 109I SETTING 10
e o10 900 1.600 110 50rP 113.8 10
229







o - _ I_ - _- _ -
2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 103 2 3 5 7 10 Z
FREQUENCY (H11
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL 'AIN S-sCIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RATI1 RE INLET LOCATION 10oai SETTINC 10S O10G 900 1.600 115 SOFP 114.3 10
230






C3 X a 1 l
2 3 457 10  2 .4 5 
-- 45 10 2
FREQUENCY [NZI
PLOT U JE PRSSUR GL SRVR OSPL GIN SPEtIAL
S106 900 1 .600 120 50FP 
-115.3 1
231231
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
4aT20
o
S IO L KU'BR TEMP RATIO RE INLET LOCATL3N 1oaI SETTI\G 10











BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - NOT OZIZLE TEST FACILITY
140
,ti -









S o. . .I. 1. 
-
1
2 3 4 5 7 t102  2 3 4 5 7 tO3 2 3 4 5 7 104  2FREOQUENCt [ZI
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SaElIALSYM3CL NUM3iR TE I' RATI3 RE INLU.T LOCAIO [031 SETT \C I
S 10G 900 1.600 130 50FP 116.5 C
233
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY










PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAIN SPECIALSYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RAT10 RE INLET LOCATION (o101 SETTING 10
e 10G 900 1.600 135 5OFP 117.1 10
234























2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 A 5 7 t3 2 3 4 5 7 10 2
FREQUENCf lMII
e i . 750 1.300 so SOFP 102.4 -2
236








2 3 4 5 7 102 2 3 4 5 7 10 3  2 3 4 S 7 104 Z
FREQUENCY IHZ1
PLOT RUN JET PRESSURE ANGLE OBSERVER OASPL GAiN SPECIAL
SYMBOL NUMBER TEMP RAT O RE INLET LOCAT[ON 10B91 SETTING 10
e 11G 750 1.300 100 50ip 103.4 20
237
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR IOZZLE TONE 10 TEST - HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
140
Sac
- t 0 . . ..
8
238
238 E - : : : "k :
"F-aL9 SUPPRESSOR PUZZLE TOE 10 - NOT 0ILE TEST FACILITY
143
80 3 .2 3 .5 10 2
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ACOUSTIC RECORDING AND REDUCTION SYSTEM
SYSTEM CALIBRATIONS
Two types of calibration are performed on the data acquisition system prior to recording test
data. The first determines the frequency response of the microphone, preamplifier, cables, and
signal conditioning equipment. This is performed before and after each test, using the electrostatic
actuator method illustrated in figure D-1. The sweep oscillator frequency is referenced to an
electronic counter, certified and calibrated by the Boeing Flight Test Laboratory. The laboratory
maintains test standards, references, and equipment with calibration accuracy traceable to the U.S.
Bureau of Standards. When the frequency response of the system relative to 250 Hz has been
determined, corrections are computed for each one-third octave band and applied to the data during
reduction to obtain true SPL in dB.
The second calibration is an end-to-end sensitivity check performed each day before and after
a test. An acoustic pistonphone calibrator with a constant, known SPL at 250 Hz is applied to each
microphone, and the calibrator signal recorded on magnetic tape. This reference is used during the
data reduction process to determine system sensitivity. The device used, a Bruel & Kuaer model
4220 pistonphone, has a certification traceable to the U.S. Bureau of Standards through a
secondary standard maintained by the Boeing Metrology Laboratory.
The tape recorder and reproducer is not included in frequency response calibrations performed
in the field. The tape machines are tested and certified by the Boeing Flight Test Laboratory for a
flat frequency response when operated in the FM mode. Response at 30 in./sec is flat from dc to
10 kHl-z.
DATA ACQUISITION PROCEDURES
The complete data acquisition system is shown in figure D-2. Microphones are placed in their
windscreens in an inverted position over a smooth concrete surface with the diaphragm 1/2 in.
above and parallel to the ground plane. The measurement point locations are shown in figure D-3
with respect to the nozzle exit plane.
Each microphone is calibrated to determine its sensitivity and then placed in the physical
configuration that is to be used for data acquisition. The noise floor of each channel is then
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determined and recordings made prior to the engine test runs. The noise floor of the B & K 1/2-in.
microphone systems used for this test is on the order of 10 to 15 microvolts electrical output,
equivalent to 32 to 37 dB SPL overall. The recorded noise floor, however, contains both electrical
noise floor and acoustic ambient background noise. The latter usually dominates the noise floor
recordings, particularly at frequencies below 1000 Hz.
Data recordings are made for 16 sec during a stabilized nozzle pressure ratio setting. The tape
recorded sample includes voice identification and an IRIG 'B' time code reference on track 14: A
written tape log includes:
Run identification
Gain settings used for recording each condition
Time code at the start of the recording
Equivalent SPL of the calibration signal
Date, engineer, and serial numbers of recording equipment and microphones
ACOUSTIC DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE
Acoustic data recorded on 14-track analog tape was reproduced and analyzed in one-third
octave bands at Acoustic Laboratory facilities in Seattle. The basic analysis system, figure D-4,
consists of an analog tape reproducer, General Radio model 1921 one-third octave analyzer, time
code reader, PDP8-1 computer, digital magnetic tape recorder, and associated monitor, control,
interface, and peripheral service equipment.
The operator controls the analysis through a teletype keyboard, used for entering calibration,
!requency response compensation, and measurement point identification information into the
computer. The General Radio analyzer includes a bank of 24 one-third octave band filters, covering
the frequency range of 50 to 10 kHz. The filters meet International Standard IEC 225 and USA
Standard 51.11-1966 Class III requirements and are calibrated with both sine wave and random
noise inputs. The true rms detector section of the analyzer has a dynamic range of 60 dB and a
resolution of ±0.25 dB. The square law response of the detector is verified by the "two sine wave"
insert method per IEC 179, par. 8.5.
Frequency response compensation and sensitivity calibration information are added to the
one-third octave band data in the computer and output on a digital magnetic tape in a format
compatible with existing CDC-6600 computer software.
All components of the reduction system are periodically certified to manufacturer's
specifications by the Boeing Flight Test Calibration Laboratory.
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PERFORMANCE DATA OUTPUT NOMENCLATURE*
APRI cold geometric nozzle exit area, in. 2
AEFF effective primary area (discharge coefficient X the geometric area), in. 2
APRIH hot geometric area using a factor adjusted for the gas temperature, in. 2
APRIH2 hot geometric area (cold geometric area adjusted by 2% for heat), in. 2
A* throat area of the sonic venturi, in. 2
P2 sonic venturi throat static pressure, psia
PI sonic venturi upstream static pressure, psia
TT total temperature of airflow through venturi, oF
PT sonic venturi upstream total pressure, psia
Gamma specific heat ratio of air flowing through venturi
Z compressibility factor based on venturi conditions
REYN flow. Reynolds number at venturi
CD sonic venturi discharge coefficient
WA measured airflow rate, lbf/sec
W-Fuel burner fuel flow rate, lbf/sec
PTARE rig static tare pressure used for force measurement tare adjustment, psig
FTARE force measurement tare adjustment due to rig static pressure, lbf
*Listed in sequence encountered in following computer printout.
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FX measured nozzle thrust, lbf
FCOR measured nozzle thrust corrected for ambient pressure, lbf
FIP isentropic thrust, lbf
FIIDL not used
PTN average split flow plenum entrance total pressure (PTI in test plan), psia
TTN average split flow plenum entrance total temperature (TTI in test plan), OF
PTE average nozzle exit total pressure (PT2 in test plan), psia
PTN/PAMB average split flow plenum entrance total pressure ratio
TTN/TAMB average split flow plenum entrance total temperature ratio
WPRI measured airflow plus fuel flow, lbf/sec
WCOR flow rate corrected to standard temperature and pressure
WSUM not used
WIll isentropic flow rate based on cold geometric area (Apri), lbf/sec
WIPH isentropic flow rate based on APRIH, Ibf/sec
WIPH2 isentropic flow rate based on APRIH2, lbf/sec
VIP isentropic velocity based on 1PTN/PAMB
GAMMAP specific heat ratio based on TTN
ZP compressibility factor based on test nozzle conditions
CDP nozzle discharge coefficient based on PTN/PAMB and Apri
CDPHI nozzle discharge coefficient based on PTN/PAMB and APRIH
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CDPIH2 nozzle discharge coefficient based on PTN/PAMB and APRI1H2
CVP nozzle velocity coefficient based on PTN/PAMB
CV  same as CVP
CGP nozzle thrust coefficient based on PTN/PAMB and APRI
CGPH nozzle thrust coefficient based on PTN/PAMB and APRIH
CGPH2 nozzle thrust coefficient based on PTN/PAMB and APRIH2
CI)PE nozzle discharge coefficient based on PTNE/PAMB and APRI
CDPEH2** nozzle discharge coefficient based on PTNE/PAMB and APRIH2
CVPE** nozzle velocity coefficient based on PTNE/PAMB
WIPE isentropic airflow rate based on PTNE/PAMB and APRI
WIPEH isentropic airflow rate based on PTNE/PAMB and APRIH
VIPE isentropic jet velocity based on PTNE/PAMB
GAMMAPE specific heat ratio based on nozzle exit conditions
ZPE compressibility factor based on nozzle exit conditions
VEI not used
VE2 not used
**Used in final performance data in figures 9 and 30.
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LAl,9?. 12/ 6/73 CALCULATION DATE 2/19/74
HOT N ZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPFRESSir
IZLE NOISE TCNE SOQRCE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TF - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.Ce APRI
RLN COND DATE TEST NO PAJB TAM APRI AEFF APRIH APRIH2
13. 1. 11074. 2399. 14.802 34.20 92.400 81.858 92.299 94.248
PRI4ARY FLC4 DATA
A* 2 P TT PT GA1MA Z REYN CD wA U-FI.EL
8.5519 59.642 124.678 35.980 125.514 1.4194 .9954 12034283. .9939 25.6599 .QOOD
FPTAE FTARE FX FC FIP FICL PTN TTN ' TE
25.640 .385 363.693 361.066 421.371 421.371 17.539 31.633 17.107
PTNFAMB TTWTAB 1f : I I.5CR kL WIP WIR-I WIR2 VIP CGANAP ZF
1.185 .995 25.660 20.925 25.618 28.964 28.933 29.544 528.341 1.4028 .9993
P C DM-H C2 VP cv CGP CGfi CGFei
.8859 .8869 .8685 .8631 .8631 .7646 .7655 .7497
CIFE CDa)F- CVFE WI fE WIFM VIFf GAWt4PE ZE VEI VE2
.9644 .9455 .9329 26. 07 27.139 488.837 1.4027 .9993 .li .cn
PRIMARY N:RZLE TOTAL FRESSURES
1) 17.140 2) 17.599 3) 17.909 4) 17.739 5) 17.060 6) 17.34C 7) 17.699 8) 17.8 9
PRIMARY NOZLE TOTAL TEBA1TUnrES
1) 32.100 2) =.'# 3-* ) $*A 4) 31.90W 5) 31.0) 6) 31.953 7) 4 It 8) 44 *4# # 9) 31.850 10) 3.L950
NOZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSLRES - PTNE
1) 17.340 2) 17.3EU 3) 17.230 4) 17.0C0
5) 16.490 6) 16.970 7) 17.130 8) 17.210
NZIZLE STATIC R ESS RES - FSE
1) **1: +. 2) 4*I*+
LAC595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICN DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPPFRESSC
IZZLE NISE TONE SCURCE IDENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.0 AFRI
RUN CCND DATE TEST NO FAME TAIB AFRI AEFF AFRIH APRIHe
13. 2. 11074. 2399. 14.802 34.20 92.400 82.716 92.276 94.248
PRIMARY FL4W DATA
A* :2 P1 TT PT GAMMA Z REYN CD VA W-FLEL
6.5519 75.032 156.851 37.320 157.903 1.4242 .9944 15135950. .9940 32.2974 .0IU0
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FI.L PTN TTN FTE
35.700 .535 562.188 558.159 644.416 644.416 19.077 31.317 18.436
PTN/FPAM TTN/TA.MB WR I WCOR 4IJ H WIP PHRrRe vIP GAr z=
1.289 .994 32.297 24.208 32.297 36.079 36.030 36.80 641.955 1.4030 .9993
CDP CD CP DFHI dIAH2 CV CGF CGCFH CGR
.8952 .8964 .8776 .8724 .8724 .7810 .7820 .7657
CDPE CDPE CVPE WIFE WI FH VIPE GA/14AFE ZFE VE VE2
.9695 .9505 .9355 33.314 33.981 598.637 1.4029 .9993 .02m .031
PRIMARY NEZLE TOTAL FRESSL ES
1) 18.728 2) 19.647 3) 19.857 4) 19.363 5) 18.438 6) 18.938 7) 18.888 8) 19.178
RFIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL TEMPERATURES
1) 32.323 2) *oap#o# 3) 4p* o @O 4) 31.250 5) 30.500 6) 32.00 7) *sIoI*l 8) c 9) 31.150 10) 30.650
NIEZLE EXIT TOTAL ARESSS .ES - PTNE
1) 18.898 2) 18.818 3) 18.588 4) 18.408
5) 17.589 6) 18.199 7) 18.399 8) 18.588
NOZZLE STATIC FRiESS.RES - PSNE
1) 1~Wc 2) ###
LAC595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICN CATE 2/19/74
JT IZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR
WZZLE WISE TONE SOURCE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 
1.02 AR!I
RUN CCND CATE TEST ND PAO TAB APRI AEFF APRIH APRIH2
13. 3. 11074. 2399. 14.802 34.20 92.400 82.791 92.257 94.248
PRIMARY FLOW CATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GA4A Z REYN CD VA W-FLEL
8.5519 86.822 181.275 38.360 182.491 1.4279 .9936 17487728. .9941 37.3386 .010n
FTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FIDL PTN TIN PTE
43.090 .655 740.779 735.469 842.132 842.132 20.541 31.2Da 19.707
PTWNFAE TTNWTAMB IfRI WIR V61* WIP wHRI WIRH2 VIp G AP ZP
1.388 .994 37.339 25.988 37.339 41.672 41.838 42.506 725.650 1.4033 .9992
CP CDaH CV CV C V CGP CGM CGiRe
.89(D .8974 .8784 .8796 .8796 .7882 .7894 .7727
CDPE CDPENE CVPE WIPE WI FEH VIPE CGA FE ZFE VE VE2
.9674 .9484 .9384 38.598 39.370 680.201 1.4031 .9992 .000 .01D
FRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL FRESSIJES
1) 19.877 2) 20.796 3) 21.266 4) 20.766 5) 19.717 6) 20.167 7) 29.826 8) 29.916
FRIWR Y N ZLE TOTAL TEf ERATLRES
1) 30.950 2) * 3) ~og 4) 31.8W] 5) 30.300 6) 31.25% 7) t~*W 8) **O:*M 9) 32.10 10) 50.80.
NOEZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSURES - PTNE
1) 20.307 2) 20.227 3) 19.897 4) 19.637
5) 18.518 6) 19.487 7) 19.747 8) 19.837
N LE STATIC FRESS RES - SNE
1) *~*# 2) c€ mt#
LAC595 12/ 6/73 CALCLLATIC* CATE 2/19/74
H3T N2ZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUJFALO SUPPRESSCR
NOZZLE NOISE TOCM SOURCE IMENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TF - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 AFRI
RUN CCwT DATE TEST NO FPAB TAB APRI AEF APRIH APRIH2
13. 4. 11074. 2399. 14.802 34.25 92.400 83.264 92.240 94.248
PRIMARY FLCO CATA
A* P2 Pi TT FT GAMW Z REYN CD A W-FJEL-
8.5519 97.532 23.517 38.80 204.881 1.4312 .9930 19651250. .9943 41.9506 .0000
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR PIP FIL PTN TTN PTE
50.2M0 .754 917.706 911.126 1035.853 1035.853 22.010 31.083 21.016
PTNFPAB TTN/TAMB W I W CoR AL4 wIP UP WIM H2 VIP CGAM4AP ZP
1.487 .994 41.951 27.246 41.951 46.55.4 46.473 47.485 794.448 1.4035 .9991
CDP CDPH CDF CVP CV CGP CG-I CG2
.9011 .9027 .8835 .6859 .8859 .7983 .7997 .7827
CDPE CDPE2 CVPE WIPE WlFE H VIPE GCA44FE ZPE VF1 VE2
.9684 .9494 .9394 43.3a3 44.186 749.203 1.4033 .9992 .0L .OD
FRIMARY NZLE TOTAL IRESSLRES
1) 21.166 2) 22.385 3) 23.114 4) 22.474 5) 20.896 6) 21.396 7) 22.105 8) 22.544
FRIMARY NIZZLE TOTAL TEERATLRES
1) 31.0.3 2) **4:4 3) *09*M# 4) 32.-CI 5) 30.OW 6) 32.0[U 7) 4*4*)S 8) 4 9) 31.50 10) 30.0m0
NIZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSURES - PTE
1) 21.645 2) 21.665 3) 21.256 4) 20.986
5) 19.667 6) 23.696 7) 20.996 8) 21.216
NOZLE STATIC FRESSURES - FSNE
1) as+# 2) ##
LArC595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATION DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR
NOZLE WNISE TONE SOURCE IDENTIFICATICtN
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
RLUN COND PTN/PAMB TTN/T MB CDP CDR CVP CV CGP CGFH AFR IH
13. 1. 1.185 .995 .8859 .8869 .8631 .8631 .7646 .7655 92.299
13. 2. 1.289 .994 .8952 .8964 .8724 .8724 .7810 .782 92.276
13. 3. 1.388 .994 .8987 .8974 .8796 .8796 .7882 .7894 92.257
13. 4. 1.487 .994 .9011 .9027 .8859 .8859 .7983 .7997 92.240
CD-H2 CGR-F2 CDPE CDPE)2 CVRP APRIH2
.8685 .7497 .9644 .9455 .9329 94.248
.8776 .7657 .9695 .9505 .9355 94.248
.8784 .7727 .9674 .9484 .9384 94.248
.8835 ".7827 .9684 .9494 .9394 94.248
LA,595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICt, DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SLPFRESSCR
NOZZLE NOISE TONE SOURCE ICENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN COND DATE TEST N0 PAM TAMD AFRI AEFF APRIH APRI 2
14. 1. 11074. 2399. 14.80 34.25 92.400 82.218 93.594 94.248
PRIMARY FLCW DATA
A P2 P1 TT PT GA4A Z REYN CD& -FEL
8.5519 38.110 79.705 34.750 80.239 1.4125 .9970 7681411. .9937 16.3804 .0167
PTARE FTARE FX FCOR FIP FICL FTN TTN PTE
19.490 .292 360.048 357.515 413.367 413.367 17.474 719.250 17.038
FTWNFAM TTWNTAJB WRI C10OR W WI -IR2 VIP cGA4k4p ZP
1.181 2.387 16.397 20.791 16.397 18.428 18.666 18.796 811.099 1.3716 1.oD10
CDP CDFH CVP CV CGP CGPF CGFH2
.8898 .8785 .8724 .8710 .8710 .7750 .7651 .7598
Cm CDPEH2 CVPE WIFE WIFEH VIFE GAMIAFE ZFE E1 VE2
.9713 .9523 .9443 16.881 17.219 748.148 1.3712 1.rl0 .u .0rr
PRIMARY NPEZLE TOTAL FRESSLRESS
1) 16.818 2) 17.457 3) 18.087 4) 17.937 5) 16.798 6) 16.28 7) 17.457 8) 18.307
RIM4ARY NCZZLE TOTAL TEMPERATLRES
1) 729.40 2) 4*MI*4 3) 4*)*@++ 4) 720.0L 5) 707.30 6) 729.80 7) 4*I(4* 8) ~o*# * 9) 72.Dln 10) M08..
NOZZLE EXIT TOTAL RRESSLRES - FTNE
1) 17.328 2) 17.388 3) 17.188 4) 17.008
5) 16.309 6) 16.858 7) 17.068 8) 17.158
NEZLE STATIC AiESSURES - PSNE
1) ~OI*O* 2) #*)*l
LAC595 12/ 6/73 CALCLLATIN CATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUFPRESS
NIZLE IOIS TONE SCLRCE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 AFRI
RUN CCOND DATE TEST NO PAMB TAB ARI AEFF AFRIH AFRIH2
14. 2. 11074. 2399. 14.8MO 34.30 92.400 81.740 93.635 94.248
PRIMARY FLO4 DATA
A* P2 PI TT PT GAMKA 2 REYN CD 4 W-FlUEL
8.5519 43.550 91.146 35.080 91.758 1.4142 .9966 8787190. .9937 18.7384 .0197
PTARE FTARE FX FCGR FIP FIOL PTN TTN FE
24.640 .370 488.510 485.074 554.085 554.085 18.483 759.283 17.861
PTN/PAMB TTN/TAkB R I WCCR WtUN VIP W IH Wl Re VIP GA~ ZP
1.249 2.468 18.758 22.865 18.758 21.2D4 21.488 21.629 95. 368 1.3704 1.(IIB
C)P MI CD- CVFP CV CGP CGlR CGi-1e
.8846 .8730 .8673 .8817 .8817 .7799 .7697 .7646
CDPE H2 CVE WI IE WIFE VIFE CAtA4FE ZFE EI VE2
.9686 .9496 .9564 19.367 19.754 876.131 1.3697 1.C3Xi .CE) .Ii
PRIMARY NZLE TOTAL R ESSLRES
1) 17.617 2) 18.486 3) 19.615 4) 19.336 5) 17.547 6) 17.657 7) 18.277 8) 19.326
FRIMARY NZZLE TOTAL TEE ATLRES
1) 768.50 2) * It' 3) * -*-M : 4) 756.5.3 5) 750.0) 6) 77i.aLL3 7) ::-4- 8) +*:€ 9) 758.S]D 10) 751.200
NOZZLE EXIT TOTAL iESSLRES - PTNE
1) 18.257 2) 18.337 3) 18.067 4) 17.847
5) 16.888 6) 17.607 7) 17.877 8) 18.)U7
NZZLE STATIC FRESSLRES - PSNE




0LAZ595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICN DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SJFPRESSCR
NOZZLE NDISE TCtE SOJRCE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TF - HTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN CCON) DATE TEST NO PAHB TAMB AFRI AEFF AFRIH AJRIH2
14. 3. 11074. 2399. 14.800 34.40 92.40 81.914 93.689 94.248
PRIMARY FLCW DATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GAM A Z REYN CD A W-FUEL
8.5519 49.CDM 102.534 35.560 103.221 1.4160 .9962 9684290. .9938 21.0835 .0237
PTARE FTARE FX FCoR PIP FIL. PIN TTN PTE
30.140 .452 633.968 629.509 716.701 716.701 19.669 809.450 18.879
PTWNPAMB TTWTAMB WtdRI WC1R IN lP MWiH WFH2 VIP GAIMAP ZP
1.329 2.569 21.107 24.669 21.107 23.809 24.141 24.285 1092.477 1.3686 1.D115
CDP CDF . aC2 CvP CV C CGC+H CG-H2
.8865 .8743 .8691 .8846 .8846 .7842 .7734 .7688
CDPE CDPEH2 CVFE WIPE WIFDA VIFE GAiMM.FE ZPE VEI
.9664 .9474 .9536 21.841 22.278 1013.411 1.3678 1.CD5 .XD .Cnn
FRIMARY NZZLE TOTAL FRESSLRES
1) 18.476 2) 19.425 3) 21.024 4) 20.894 5) 18.456 6) 18.606 7) 19.485 8) 20.984
PRIMARY N32LE TOTAL TDPE:RATLES
1) 8am. 5m 2) )*I(c*I 3) *40*) 4) 806.(0. 5) S3D.6D 6) 82D.5L 7) $I*I' 8) # 9) 807.E3D 10) 801.5D
NOZZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSLtRES - FTNE
1) 19.346 2) 19.485 3) 19.166 4) 18.856
5) 17.637 6) 18.566 7) 18.886 8) 19.086
NOZLE STATIC FRESSLRES - PStE
1) **IOM 2) *OW*IO
LA.595 12/ 6/73 CALCL.ATICJ CATE 2/19/14
4OT MWZLE TEST FACILITY
UJFFALO SFfRESS R
M2.ZLE WDISE TONE SOJiCE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TF - HNTF
IN UT CATA 1.02 AFRI
RUHN COl CATE TEST NO FAlJ TAB AFRI AEFF AFRIH APRFI2
14. 4. 11074. 2399. 14.80) 34.40 92.400 82.445 93.753 94.248
FRIiARY FLO DATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GA4A Z REYN CD IA -Fl.
8.5519 53.390 111.729 36. M 112.478 1.4174 .9959 10767762. .9938 22.9758 .0276
FTARE FTARE FX FF CIO IP DL PTN TTN PTE
34.740 .521 774.559 79.111 868.81 868.681 2 .793 863.366 19.890
PTN/VFAB TTN/TAMB I iI JCi w4U" WIP WIdR I WIRF VIP GCA4 ZP
1.405 2.678 23.003 25.966 23.u3 25.781 26.159 26.297 1214.992 1.3666 1.0002
CDP CCF CDe CVP CV CGP CGf CGFH2
.8923 .8794 .8748 .8916 .8916 .7956 .7841 .7803
M CDPE2 CVFE WIFE WI H VIPE GAt4E ZPE VEI VE2
.9656 .9467 .9534 23.822 24.299 1136.251 1.3658 1.C 2 .o1) .c
FRIARY NPZLE TOTAL PRESSL.ES
1) 19.306 2) 29.275 3) 22.373 4) 22.422 5) 19.356 6) 19.495 7) 20.524 8) 22.592
FRIMARY NYZLE TOTAL TEVERATURES
1) 875. n  2) MIMI'* 3) *14*e* 4) 899.800 5) 854.0] 6) 876.51 7) 8) 54 9) 859.4) 10) 855.5m
N2EZE EXIT TOTAL PRESSUES - PTE
1) 20.414 2) 20.574 3) 0.225 4) 19.895
5) 18.416 6) 19.555 7) 19.925 8) 20.115
NMZZLE STATIC FRESSLES - FSE
1) sE* 2) 4+++
LAC595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATION DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPFESSCO
NZZLE 1ISE TONE SURCE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TP - HNT
INPUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN COND DATE TEST NO PAMB TAMB ARI AEFF APRIH APRIH2
14. 5. 11074. 2399. 14.800 34.65 92.400 82.947 93.822 94.248
PRIMARY FLOC DATA
A* P2 Pt TT FT GAH4A 2 REYN CD A W-FUEL
8.5519 57.170 119.549 36.400 123.350 1.4185 .9956 11519098. .9939 24.5857 .0318
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FIEL FIN TTN PTE
39.190 .588 910.932 904.525 1017.267 1017.267 21.924 920.667 23.938
PTWNPAMB TTN/TA/B tf:RI WCIR WLUN WIP IRIH mIQ2 VIP GAiMAP ZP
1.481 2.792 24.617 26.919 24.617 27.423 27.845 27.971 1329.528 1.3645 1.(r1
CDP CFH CDFH2 CVP CV CGP CGRi CGi 2
.8977 .8841 .8801 .8955 .8955 .8039 .7917 .7881
CIPE CDFE CVPE WIPE JIlH VIFE Cw4kFE ZFE VE1 VE2
.9644 .9455 .9501 25.526 26.036 1253.034 1.3635 .9999 .0o .OLm
PRIMARY NZZLE TOTAL FRESES
1) 20.225 2) 21.274 3) 23.561 4) 23.691 5) 20.295 6) 20.454 7) 21.733 8) 24.161
PRIMARY PNf LE TOTAL TEPFERATURES
1) 937.8U 2) # 3) 4ooo( 4) 912.5L 5) 910.em1 6) 938.8E 7) : 8) *#  9) 913.500 10) 911.C
NCEZL.E EXIT TOTAL FRESSRES - PTNE
1) 21.563 2) 21.733 3) 21.274 4) 20.904
5) 19.256 6) 20.594 7) 20.974 8) 21.204
N0ZZLE STATIC RESSURES - PS/E
1) teo 2) rO;1*(
LAB595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICN DATE 2/19/74
NOT 92ZLE TEST FACILITY
BLTFALO SUPPRESSR
NOZZLE NOISE TONE S,':RCE ICENTIFICATICN
TEST 23997P - IHTF
RUN CCND FTN/PAlB TTN/TAMB CDP CDC- CVP CV CGP CGFC AFRIH
14. 1. 1.181 2.387 .8898 .8785 .8710 .8710 .7750 .7651 93.594
14. 2. 1.249 2.468 .8846 .8730 .8817 .8817 .7799 .7697 93.635
14. 3. 1.329 2.569 .8865 .8743 .8846 .8846 .7842 .7734 93.689
14. 4. 1.405 2.678 .8923 .8794 .8916 .8916 .7956 .7841 93.753
14. 5. 1.481 2.792 .8977 .8841 .8955 .8955 .8039 .7917 93.822
CDPH2 C IGC- CDPE CD0EH2 CVFE AFRIH
.8724 .7598 .9713 .9523 .9443 94.248
.8673 .7646 .9686 .9496 .9564 94.248
.8691 .7688 .9664 .9474 .9536 94.248
.8748 .78aD .9656 .9467 .9534 94.248
.8801 .7881 .9644 .9455 .9501 94.248
LAB595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICN DATE 2/19/74
HOT NWZZLE TEST FACILITY
WFFALO SUPPRESScR
NOZZLE NFISE TONE SCURCE IDENTIFICATIC
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN CO DATE TEST N3 PAMB TAhB APII AEF AFRIH APRIH2
15. 1. 11174. 2399. 14.765 26.30 92.400 80.210 92.285 94.248
PRINARY FLOW DATA
A* P2 P1 TT PT GAiE(A REYN CD W-FLEL
8.5519 59.995 125.519 30.050 126.361 1.4202 .9951 12321138. .9939 25.9984 .00
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FIDL PTN TIN PTE
25.900 .389 369.771 368.041 435.819 435.819 17.665 25.517 17.309
PTN/PAH6 TTFVTAMB W%I VCR SH WIP %aR WIRH2 VIP GA44 ZP
1.196 .998 25.998 20.919 25.998 29.950 29.912 30.549 539.341 1.4029 .9993
CDP CR CC CVP C GP CGH CGci2
.8681 .8692 .8510 .8485 .8485 .7365 .7374 .r21
CDPE CDPE2 CVPE WIPE WIIEH VIFE GAFR4E ZPE VE1 E2
.9260 .9079 .8998 28.075 28.636 598.551 1.4028 .9993 .cD .rn0
PRI MRY NOZZLE TOTAL FRESSL.RES
1) 17.293 2) 17.742 3) 18.I2P 4) 17.812 5) 17.233 6) 17.492 7) 17.842 8) 17.9M2
PRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL TEFEIRATLUES
1) 26.0O0 2) PoAI*P* 3) I#4##*I 4) 26.OT 5) 25.0WR 6) 26.lfl 7) *4I 8) *. 9) 25.5M] 10) 24.0GD
NCOZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSLR ES - PTNE
1) 17.253 2) 17.472 3) 17.293 4) 17.213
5) 17.173 6) 17.432 7) 17.392 8) 17.243
NOZZLE STATIC FRESSLRES - PSNE
1) W**"* 2) eOIOm
LAD595 12/ 6/73 CALCLLATICN CATE 2/19/74
HT NZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPPRESSR
NOZZLE NOISE TCOE SOURCE ICENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 AFRI
RUN CCON CATE TEST NO PAMB TAB AFRI AEFF APRIH APRI
15. 2. 11174. 2399. 14.765 26.80 92.400 80.897 92.264 94.248
PRIMARY FLCOW CATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GAMIA 2 REYN CD L#A W-Fi.E
8.5519 73.525 153.612 30.825 154.642 1.4246 .9941 15093684. .9940 31.8463 .1u
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FIDL FTN TTN PTE
34.640 .520 546.280 543.724 633.321 633.321 19.063 24.783 18.531
PTN/FAMB TTN/TAMB R I WCCR WLM WIP MWFH V R-i2 VIF GAMM4A ZP
1.291 .996 31.846 23.727 31.846 36.375 36.321 37.102 639.837 1.4031 .9992
CDP . C CDFH2 CVP CV CGP CGFH CGUe
.8755 .8768 .8583 .8626 .8626 .7552 .7563 .7404
CDPE CDPEH2 CVPE WIPE WF PE VIFE GA4AFE ZE VE1 VE2
.9342 .9158 .9129 34.091 34.773 G4.581 1.400 .9992 .cm .cD
PRIMARY NOZLE TOTAL FRESSRES
1) 18.711 2) 19.590 3) 19.840 4) 19.361 5) 18.401 6) 18.551 7) 18.921 8) 19.131
FRNIHARY NEZLE TOTAL TDPFEATLRES
1) 26.]O 2) I4*M*)* 3) 40 Ao C 4) 24.6M0 5) 23.83 6) 25.30 7) #IIp 8) 4c*# 9) 25.nn 10) 23.800
NOZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESS RES - PTNE
1) 18.451 2) 18.741 3) 18.481 4) 18.421
5) 18.362 6) 18.681 7) 18.691 8) 18.421
ZLE STATIC RESSURES - PSNE
1) J** 2) J+
LAf-595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICN DATE 2/19/74
IOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPPRESSO~
INOZLE NOISE TONE SCJRCE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT CATA 1.02 AFRI
RUN CCOC CATE TEST N) PAB TAME AFRI AEF AfRIH AFRIH2
15. 3. 11174. 2399. 14.765 26.40 92.400 81.77? 92.242 94.248
PRIMARY FLO4 DATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GAMMA 2 REYN CD A W-FUEL
8.5519 87.045 181.798 31.075 183.017 1.4291 .9931 17907466. .9942 37.7453 .0Ol1
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FICL PTN TTN PTE
43.880 .658 751.682 748.164 857.704 857. ,)4 20.707 23.867 20.017
PTWNFA)B TTN/TAIB WRI VECR WAM WIP IfH L VIP GA4A4P ZP
1.402 .995 37.745 25.866 37.745 42.649 42.575 43.5 31 731.104 1.4034 .9991
R CDI CD~-2 CVP CV CGP CGRi CG=H2
.8850 .8866 .8677 .8764 .8764 .7756 .777D .7ta4
CDRE CP2 CVE WIFE WI FE-I VIFE GANA4FE ZFE VE1 VE2
.9399 .9214 .9216 40.161 40.964 695.223. 1.433 .9932 .C) .000
FRIWRY NHZLE TOTAL FRESSURES
1) 20.030 2) 21.059 3) 21.368 4) 20.889 5) 19.80 6) 20.27D 7) 20.909 8) 21.269
PRIMARY NmZLE TOTAL TEmPERATLRES
1) 24.2, 2) 4#I#*I 3) ~#4*I4* 4) 24.I) 5) 23.0[D 6) 24.2M 7) R8oEs 8) ~ 9) 23. W. 10) 23.400
NOZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSLRES - PTNE
1) 19.990 2) 20.320 3) 19.930 4) 19.850
5) 19.83 6) 20.240 7) 20.130 8) 19.840
NOZLE STATIC FRESSLRES - PSNE
1) *m@oM# 2) 4*omCm
LACS95 12/ 6/73 CALCULATIO' DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
B.FFALO SF'RESSOR
NOZZLE MPISE TME SOURCE IDENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 AfRI
RUN CCN DATE TEST NO PAM3 TAMB APRI AEFF APIH AFR lM
15. 4. 11174. 2399. 14.765 26.50 92.400 82.559 92.223. 94.248
PRIWMARY FLW CATA
A* P2 Pi TT FT GAA Z REYN CD W-fFEL
8.5519 97.745 234.169 30.925 205.538 1.4327 .9923 2071D03. .9943 42.4554 .003
PTARE FTARE FX FCO FIP FICL PTN TTN PTE
90.410 .756 926.084 921.750 1051.862 1051.862 22.175 23.0 21.352
PTWNFAB TTW/TAMB F:RI WCR W~44 WIP WIPH WRFH2 VIP GA44~ ZP
1.502 .993 42.455 27.142 42.455 47.516 47.425 48.466 797.133 1.4037 .9991
CDP ClPH CDPI CVP CV CGP CG-H CGFr2
.8935 .8952 .8760 .8804 .8804 .7867 .7882 .7712
CFE CDPEH2 CVE WIFE WI FE VIFE GAC4'AFE ZFE VE1 VE2
.9459 .9274 .92[ 44.882 45.779 761.215 1.4U35 .9991 .a .13n
PRIMARY NOZLE TOTAL PRESSURES
1) 21.448 2) 22.687 3) 23.057 4) 22.407 5) 21.169 6) 21.28 7) 22.288 8) 22.717
RIM4RY NOZZLE TOTAL TDIiERATU ES
1) 23.400 2) 44-I* 3) 8.WW* 4) 23.400 5) 22.2U 6) 23.111 7) *IDPM*O 8) * 9) 23.0D 10 22.213
fZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSRES - PFT?
1) 21.269 2) 21.708 3) 21.249 4) 21.189
5) 21.059 6) 21.568 7) 21.558 8) 21.199
NOZLE STATIC R ESSUES - PSNE
1) 2)
00
LAC595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATIcO CATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
PAFFALO SUFfRESSRi
NCZZLE NOISE TCN SE IJCE IDENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
RUN CCO PTN/PFA TTN/TAe CDP CCA CVP CV CGP CGPH APRIH
15. 1. 1.196 .998 .8681 .8692 .8485 .8485 .7365 .7374 92.285
15. 2. 1.291 .996 .8755 .8768 .8626 .8626 .7552 .7563 92.264
15. 3. 1.402 .995 .8850 .8866 .8764 .8764 .7756 .7770 92.242
15. 4. 1.502 .993 .8935 .8952 .8804 .8804 .7867 .7882 92.223
CDH42 CGR- CDPE CDPEH2 CVFE AFRI 2
.8510 .7221 .928 .9079 .8998 94.248
.8583 .7404 .9342 .9158 .9129 94.248
.8677 .704 .9399 .9214 .9216 94.248
.878 .7712 .9459 .9274 .9220 94.248
LAr595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATION DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
"UFFALO SUPPRESSO
1CZZLE NOISE TOtE SOJLRCE IDENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HNTIF
INPUT DATA 1.02 AFRI
RUN CCD CDATE TEST NO PAMB TAB AJRI AEFF AfRIH ARIH2
16. 1. 11174. 2399. 14.764 26.50 92.400 82.804 93.559 94.248
FRIM RY FLCW DATA
A P2 Pl TT PT GAIM4A Z REYN CD VA W-FUEL
8.5519 38.074 79.639 25.825 80.173 1.4131 .9967 7869766. .9937 16.5216 .0161
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FICL FTN TIN FTE
19.580 .294 359.266 357.609 412.062 412.062 17.409 7D.617 17.068
PTWNPAMB TTN/TAIE %JR I I10oR W.AN WIP WI-H WI F VIP GA(44AP ZP
1.179 2.387 16.538 2a.820 16.538 18.454 18.686 18.823 801.665 1.3727 1.0012
CDP C CDR CVP CV CGP CGf-I CGFH2
.8962 .8850 .8786 .8719 .8719 .7813 .7717 .7660
CDPE CDFEH2 CVPE WIFE WIF Hi VIPE GAFMAE ZE E1 VE2
.9592 .9404 .9282 17.241 17.586 753.02-' 1.3724 1.E112 .OEn .EUD
FRIIMARY NZLE TOTAL FRESSLRES
1) 16.792 2) 17.391 3) 18.021 4) 17.821 5) 16.742 6) 16.862 7) 17.401 8) 18.241
FRIMARY NOZLE TOTAL TED i'ERATLUES
1) 706.5SW 2) 44'PM8 3) -~ 4) 73.OC 5) D2. E) 6) I708.fl 7) *900t*1 8) *l:X@ 9) 701.400 10) 692.000
NOZZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSURES - PTNE
1) 17.042 2) 17.252 3) 17.032 4) 16.952
5) 16.902 6) 17.172 7) 17.182 8) 17.012
NOCZLE STATIC TRESSUiES - PSt
1) *W(**l 2) *4*,: C
,O
00
LAD595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATION DATE 2/19/74
HT M?22LE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPFRESSCR
NCZLE NOISE TONE SCURCE ICENTIFICATIC
TEST 2399TP - H4TF
INPUT DATA 1.02 AFRI
RUH C[D DATE TEST ND PAMB TAM6 AIRI AEFF AFiIH AFRIH2
16. 2. 11174. 2399. 14.764 26.75 92.400 82.375 93.629 94.248
PRIMARY FLQO CATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GA44A Z REYN CD VA W-FEL
8.5519 44.074 92.322 26.400 92.941 1.4151 .9962 9121788. .9937 19.1567 .0203
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FI1L PIN TTN PTE
25.440 .382 5D4.598 502.271 574.995 574.695 18.564 758.7 0 18.065
PTN/PAB TTN/TAB W:RI WCCR 14 WI P WFH WIAV VIP CGAlAP ZP
1.257 2.505 19.177 23.267 19.177 21.511 21.797 21.941 964.187 1.3705 1.]CaU
SCD ClD CVP CV CGP CGAH CGfi-e
.8915 .8798 .8740 .8780 .8780 .7828 .7725 .7674
CDFE CDPE-e CVPE WIE WIPH VIFE GAMMAPE ZPE EI VE2
.9552 .9365 .9338 21.077 20.478 906.617 1.37D 1.0213 .XC] .uO)
PRIMARY WiZLE TOTAL RiESSUES
1) 17.671 2) 18.530 3) 19.669 4) 19.459 5) 17.631 6) 17.711 7) 18.361 8) 19.479
FRIMWTY NIZLE TOTAL TE "ERiATLRES
1) 766.823 2) *4Cl* 3) 44*Lo* 4) 756.59 5) 751.[0) 6) 768.02l 7) at4m* 8) *loSC4 9) 757.500 10) 752.00
NZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSLJES - PTNE
1) 18.031 2) 18.321 3) 17.991 4) 17.901
5) 17.891 6) 18.231 7) 18.201 8) 17.951
NZLE STATIC FRESSLES - FSNE
1) *:0*04 2) 4**%!*
LA 595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATION DATE 2/19/74
HOT IZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUFPRESSCR
WNZLE OISE TOE SOJECE IDENTIFICATIN
TEST 2399TP - WHTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN CON DATE TEST NO PANB TA A RI AEFF APRIH APRIH2
18. 3. 11174. 2399. 14.764 27.00 92.400 82.531 93.694 94.248
PRIMARY FLOW CDATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GA)MA Z REYN CD 1A W-FLEL
8.5519 48.634 101.728 27.375 102.410 1.4166 .9959 1034351. .9938 21.0992 .0238
PTARE FTARE FX FCCI FIP FIDL PTN TTN PTE
30.030 .450 634.049 631.125 715.717 715.717 19.587 811.617 18.986
PTWNPAM TTN/TA.B WAlI WCCR WAL4 WIF MI H WIA VIP GA4fP Z
1.327 2.612 21.123 24.812 21.123 23.649 23.980 24.122 1090.160 1.3685 1.O 5
CDP CDP CDFH2 CVF CV CGP CGFH CGP-e
.8932 .8809 .8757 .8859 .8859 .7913 .7803 .7758
CDPE CDFEe CVPE WIPE WIF E) VIFE GAt4FFE ZPE VE1 VE2
.9529 .9342 .9372 22.166 22.610 103.492 1.3679 1.au5 .000 .0n
FRIMARY NOELE TOTAL FRESSURES
1) 18.390 2) 19.29 3) 23.908 4) 20.828 5) 18.410 6) 18.530 7) 19.379 8) 20.958
PRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL TDEFERATRES
1) 816.400 2) h*M*A# 3) *O o) 4) 805.0E 5) 8iM.2al 6) 815.8 a 7) *I*o# * 8) *@*I* 9) 805.5M 10) 827.C0W
NCEZLE EXIT TOTAL PRESSLRES - FTNE
1) 18.930 2) 19.320 3) 18.920 4) 18.8WD
5) 18.730 6) 19.160 7) 19.150 8) 18.860




LA£595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATION DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
84.FALO SUFSPESSai
O2ZLE NOISE TONE SOURCE ICENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 APFRI
RUN COND DATE TEST NO PA6B TAMB APRI AEFF APRIH APRIM2
16. 4. 11174. 2399. 14.764 26.90 92.4M0 82.543 93.772 94.248
PRIMARY FLO4 DATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GAM4A Z REYN CD LA W-FEL
8.5519 53.484 111.833 28.575 112.582 1.4181 .9956 11006439. .9938 23.1802 .0286
PFARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FICL PTN TTN PTE
35.410 .531 789.189 785.549 892.650 892.650 20.938 877.566 23.190
PTN/PAMB TTN/TAMB 4R I CR WIU WP F %F R HIF2 VIP G44HP ZP
1.418 2.748 23.239 26.156 23.209 25.980 26.366 26.53D 1237.467 1.3663 1 .(0X
CDP CDH CDI 2 CVP CV CP CGCfi CGRWh
.8933 .882 .8758 .8841 .8841 .7898 .7782 .7743
CDPE CD EH2 CVPE WIPE IRFH VIFE GA1APE ZPE VE1 VE2
.9509 .9322 .9318 24.408 24.897 1174.106 1.3653 1.(1 .OO .n1
PRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL RRESSLRES
1) 19.439 2) 20.468 3) 22.456 4) 22.436 5) 19.449 6) 19.649 7) 23.758 8) 22.846
FRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL TDrPERATURES
1) 887.el3 2) 4*M*Ic 3) 01*"mo 4) 871.000 5) 869.0D 6) 888.800 7) 8*)ice:9 ) 87500 9)10) 874.0M
E ~LE EXIT TOTAL FRESSLRES - PTNE
1) 2U.139 2) 2.38 3) 23.099 4) 19.979
5) 19.899 6) 2D.408 7) 20.349 8) 2D.039
NEZLE STATIC PRESSURES - PStE
1) 4,0 #* 2) 4*'#
LA,595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICN DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BFFALO SUPFRESSai
MO2LE NOISE TCNE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 
1.02 AfRI
RUN CON CDATE TEST NO PAMB TAMB AEi AEFF A RIH AFRIH2
16. 5. 11174. 2399. 14.764 26.95 92.4O 83.141 93.793 
94.248
PRIMARY FLOW DATA
A* P2 P1 TT FT GAKMA Z REYN CD w W-FUEL
8.5519 57.224 119.672 29.450 120.475 1.4193 .9953 11759367. .9939 24.7942 
.0316
PTARE FTARE FX FC FIP FICL FTN TTN PTE
39.570 .594 921.226 916.977 1022.680 102. E 21.914 905.533 21.110
FTWPAM TTWTAMB WRI WC WANM WIMP MPt % Pe VIP GAMIF ZP
1.484 2.805 24.826 27.010 24.826 27.591 2.MD7 28.142 1325.384 
1.3654 1.OIX0
CDP CDP CDRP2 CVP CV CGP CGr- CG-e2
.8998 .8864 .8821 .9Q08 . 9EI .8105 .7985 .7946
CPE Ca)Fe CVFE WIPE WI F- VIPE GAM.4AE ZFE VE1 VE2
.9529 .9342 .9444 26.052 26.573 1264.226 1.3646 1.0E0 .0c 
.ai0
PRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL FRESS,.RES
1) 20.229 2) 21.258 3) 23.595 4) 23.725 5) 20.319 6) 20.438 7) 21.647 8) 24.105
FIKIT NOZLE TOTAL TE -ERATR5W 9)1.RESi Is
1) 916.8m 2) 3) *404 4) 899.400 5) 697.500 6) 918.40 7) e 8) t 9) 902.8 10) 896.0
NZLE EXIT TOTAL PRESSURES - PTNE
1) 21.038 2) 21.577 3) 20.998 4) 20.878
5) 2D.738 6) 21.358 7) 21.328 8) 2.988
NkZIE STATIC PRESSURES - PSNE
1) 00E*8 2) 4*W l*
O0bJ
LAS,95 12/ 6/73 CALCLATICNt CATE 2/19/74
OT NJZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SU.PPESSC
PMZZLE NOISE TCNE SCU CE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TP - HTF
RUN CCND FTNPAM TTN/TAMB CDP CFH CVP CV CGP CGfIi AFRIH
16. 1. 1.179 2.387 .8962 .8850 .8719 .8719 .7813 .7717 93.559
16. 2. 1.257 2.505 .8915 .8798 .8780 .8780 .7828 .7725 93.629
16. 3. 1.327 2.612 .8932 .8809 .8859 .8859 .7913 .7803 93.694
16. 4. 1.418 2.748 .8933 .8802 .8841 .8841 .7898 .7782 93.772
16. 5. 1.484 2.805 .8998 .8864 .9138 .9006 .8105 .7985 93.793
CDFH2 CGeQ2 CDPE C(DEH2 CVPE AfRI2e
.8786 .7680 .9592 .9404 .92m2 94.248
.8740 .7674 .9552 .9365 .9338 94.248
.8757 .7758 .9529 .9342 .9372 94.248
.8758 .7743 .9509 .9322 .9318 94.248
.8821 .7946 .9529 .9342 .9444 94.248
LAS595 12/ 6/73 CALCLLATION DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZLE TEST FACILITY
rUAFTALO SLFPRESSCR
NMZZLE NOISE TONE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HTrF
INFUT DATA 1.02 AFRI
RUN CCND DATE TEST NO PAMB TA, AFRI AEFF APRIH APRIH2
17. 1. 11174. 2399. 14.741 32.70 92.400 82.582 92.300 94.248
PRIMARY FLCO DATA
A* P2 P1 TT PT GAMMA 2 REYN CD W-FLUEL
8.5519 83.941 127.401 37.320 128.255 1.4197 .9954 12254830. .9939 26.1873 .CXI)
PARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FIL FTN TTN PTE
26.280 .394 377.a 6 375.852 437.212 437.212 17.562 32.833 17.167
PTN/PAMD TTN/TAlO WTRI WICCR OT WIP WFR-I WIRH2 VIP GA4.P 2P
1.191 1.000 26.187 21.354 26.187 29.301 29.269 29.887 537.164 1.4t28 .9993
CDP CDH CDR2 CVP CV C G CGR-I CGR2
.8937 .8947 .8762 .8623 .8623 .7707 .7715 .7556
CCPE DPEH2 CVPE WIFE WIPEH VIFE GAMIAFE ZPE v VE2
.9628 .9439 .9229 27.199 27.743 01.912 1.4327 .9993 .OL .3D
PRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL FRESS.RES
1) 17.139 2) 17.698 3) 17.928 4) 17.708 5) 17.089 6) 17.329 7) 17.728 8) 17.848
PRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL TEMPERATURES
1) 33.0L) 2) 4##*)# 3) *CIIMM 4) 32.5 5) 32.5U 6) 33.000 7) 0~4c0 8) 4*tI# 9) 32.50D 10) 33.50
NZZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSTES - FTNE
1) 17.119 2) 17.348 3) 17.149 4) 17.099
5) 17.0D9 6) 17.279 7) 17.249 8) 17.089
NOZLE STATIC RiESSURES - PSNE
1) ++4.A+ 2) 4.wp:4*
00O
Oc
LAFD595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATIOG DATE 2/19/74
HOT N ZZLE TEST FACILITY
SBFFALO SUPPRESSCR
NOZZLE NOISE TC E SCAiCE IDENTIFICATIO4
TEST 2399TF - HTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 AFI
RUN CCNE DATE TEST NO FA1B TAMB AFRI AEFF APRIH AFRIH2
17. 2. 11174. 2399. 14.741 32.65 92.400 83.537 92.277 94.248
PRIMARY FLCW CATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GAA Z REYN CD VA W-FLEL
8.5519 78.601 164.073 38.803 165.173 1.4251 .9943 15776685. .9941 33.7430 .000
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FICL PIN TTN PTE
37.670 .565 613.395 611.518 7M. 195 700.195 19.374 34.667 18.822
PTN/PAlB TTNTAC 6: I X(CR 16v1N WIP RIPH WI 2 VIP GA4AP ZP
1.314 1.0D4 33.743 24.988 33.743 37.323 37.274 38.070 667.657 1.4030 .9993
CDP CD CVPC CV CGp CGcH' CGe
.9041 .9053 .8863 .8706 .870) .7920 .7931 .7765
CDPE CPEH2 CV WIPE I WI FE VIFE GA( FPE ZFE E1 VE2
.9eL2 .9432 .9245 35.074 35.775 632.649 1.4029 .9993 .Co .n
PRIHJRY N~ZLE TOTAL FRESSLRES
1) 18.947 2) 19.566 3) 19.596 4) 19.227 5) 18.757 6) 19.217 7) 19.766 8) 19.916
FRIWMAY PCKZLE TOTAL TEMPERATLUES
1) 33.000 2) **pm4 3) *#IcIc 4) 33.01 5) 37.000 6) 33.0) 7) *1* 8) *1Io) 9) 32.5C 10) 39.500
IPE2LE EXIT TOTAL PRESSLIES - PTIE
1) 18.787 2) 19.077 3) 18.767 4) 18.677
5) 18.657 6) 18.997 7) 18.937 8) 18.677
NZLE STATIC FRESSLRES - PS h
i) 44*NM 2) *#OM*O
LAr595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATIC CDATE 2/19/74
HWT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPPRESSCOR
NZZLE WNISE TCOE ScURCE IDENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HMTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 ARRI
RUN CCD CATE TEST NO PAJB TAMB AFRI AEFF AFRIH AFRIH2
17. 3. 11174. 2399. 14.741 32.55 92.400 83.467 92.257 94.248
PRIMARY FLCOW DATA
A P2 Pi TT PT GAMA Z REYN C WA W-FUEL
8.5519 88.601 185.053 39.7U) 186.294 1.4282 .9936 17791946. .9942 38.0700 .OXEu
PTARE FTARE FX FCOR FIP FIDL PTN TTN FIE
44.230 .663 768.936 766.584 871.823 871.823 2D.656 32.50) 19.9m
PTN/PAMB TTWNTAMB FR I wt0R WL4 WImP WIR WI VA VIP .GAwAP ZP
1.401 .998 38.070 26.384 38.070 42.144 42.079 42.987 736.6Oi3 1.4032 .9992
CP CDH C CVP CV CGP CGFH CGf-e
.9033 .9047 .8856 .8820 .8820 .7967 .7980 .7811
CDFE CDPEH2 CVE I WIE WIFEH VIFE G* 9AFE ZFE W1 VE
.9.12 .9414 .9283 38.647 40.440 )7M,.036 1.4031 .9992 .Iu .mU
PRIMARY NOEZLE TOTAL FRESSES
1) 20.086 2) 21.035 3) 21.325 4) 20.795 5) 19.786 6) 20.186 7) 2).865 8) 21.175
PRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL TEMPERATL ES
1) 33.CLU 2) 3)*4 I  4l 4) 32.5 5) 31.500 6) 33.OL) 7) SI**4 8) t 9) 33.ODM 10) 32.00
NEZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSURES - PTNE
1) 19.946 2) 20.266 3) 19.876 4) 19.816
5) 19.746 6) 20.146 7) 28.076 8) 19.806





LA59 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICNt ATE 2/19/74
HOT OjZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUFPRESSoR
PCZZLE NOISE TC E SOURCE ICENTIFICATIC
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN COND DATE TEST N) PAM) TAMB APRI AEFF APRIH AR IH2
17. 4. 11174. 2399. 14.741 32.55 92.40D 83.734 92.243 94.248
PRIMARY FLOW DATA
At P2 P1 TT FT GAMMI REYN CD A WFEL8.5519 96.761 202.036 39.650 203.391 1.4308 .9931 19462688. 
.9942 41.8071 .dc
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FIL FTN TrN PTE
50.030 .750 905.749 902.978 1M2.777 1E20.777 21.788 31.833 20.962
FTN/PAMB TTN/TAM3 RfI CiR W4. P WIRp WIFM VIP GAH4AP ZP1.478 .999 41.607 27.319 41.87) 45.913 45.835 46.832 789.349 1.4034 .9992
CDP R CRH e CVP CV CGP CGFH CGf -
.90 .9078 .8884 .8873 .8873 .8041 .8055 .7883
CPE CDPEH CVPE MIPE WFI PE VIFE GAtAFE ZPE E1 VE2
.9627 .9438 .9321 43.22 44.085 751.384 1.4033 .992 .rmn .
PRIMARY NEZLE TOTAL RESSURES
1) 21.065 2) 22.254 3) 22.533 4) 21.954 5) 20.8O5 6) 21.335 7) 22.034 8) 22.353
PRIMARY NtEZLE TOTAL TMOFMiATURES
1) 31.510 2) tc9:I 3) **I*@ 4) 32.500 5) 31.500 6) 31.513 7) 4s *@ 8) & 9) 33.C(1 10) 31.nlM
PCeZLE EXIT TOTAL RRESSURES - PTNE
1) 20.905 2) 21.335 3) 20.835 4) 20.765
5) 20.755 6) 21.215 7) 21.125 8) 32.765
M2ZLE STATIC PRESSURES - PSNE
1) * 2) 4*I
LADS95 12/ 6/73 CALCLLATIQN CATE 2/19/74
HOT IZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUFFRESStI
N3ZZLE NISE TOcE SCURCE IDE1TIFICATICN
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT CDATA 
1.02 AERIRUN CCND DATE TEST NO PFAB TAMB AFRI AEFF AFRIH AFRiH217. 5. 11174. 2399. 14.741 32.80 92.400 84.376 92.226 94.248
PRIMARY FLCW DATA
A* P2 P1 TT PT GAM4A Z REYN CD bw W-FULE6.5519 105.681 220.761 39.225 222.241 1.4338 .9924 21334654. .9943 45.5335 .0000
PTARE FTARIE FX FCCR FIP FIDL FTN TTN E
55.510 .833 1064.547 1061.290 1189.804 1189.804 23.074 30.333 22.135
PTWNPAMB TTWNTAB 49FRI iWCO tWS IP WRI IR -f VIP GAMH14A Z
1.565 .995 45.533 28.188 45.533 49.864 49.770 50.861 840.575 1.4037 .9991
CDP CH CDPH2 CVP CV CGe CGFI CGfH2
.9132 .9149 .8953 .8949 .8949 .8172 .8187 .8s11
FP£E CDF CvFE WIPE WIEH VIPE GARF4FE ZPE VE1 VE2
.9674 .9484 .9367 47.067 48.38 8e03.03 1.4035 .9991 .0m .m
PRIMARY NZZLE TOTAL R ESSURES
1) 22.034 2) 23.372 3) 24.272 4) 23.672 5) 21.874 6) 22.373 7) 23.203 8) 23.792
PRIMARY NOZLE TOTAL TE4PERATZES
1) 30.03 2) 4 3) 4*I# 4) 31.01 5) 29.5Mi 6) 31.03i 7) ]e * 8) *M 9) 31-.O 10) 29.5
NOZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSULES - PTNE
1) 21.984 2) 22.543 3) 22.054 4) 21.964
5) 21.764 6) 22.363 7) 22.393 8) 22.014
NZZLE STATIC FRESSLRES - PSE
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LAC595 12/ 6/73 CALCULLATION DATE 2/19/74
HOT N ZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUFPRESSOR
NOZZLE NOISE TONE SOLCE ICDNTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TF - HNTF
INPUT DATA 
1.02 AFRI
RLN CCND DATE TEST NO FA6B TAB AFRI AEFF AFRIH A RIH2
s1. 2. 11574. 2399. 14.349 53.36 92.400 83.170 93.606 94.248
PRIMARY FLOW DATA
* P2 P1 TT PT GAMA 2 REYN CD W-EL
8.5519 43.559 91.236 47.040 91.848 1.4133 .9970 8511976. .9937 18.5259 .0188
PTARE FTARE FX FCR FIP FaL PTN TTN PTE
25.040 .376 472.264 483.682 542.011 542.011 17.887 743.267 17.389
PTN/PAMB TTN/TAE UFRI E CR WAN WI P wIRi WIH2 VIP GA~6 ZP
1.247 2.345 18.545 23.204 18.545 20.603 20.872 21.015 940.354 1.3713 1.ODSm
CDP CIH CD)- CVP CV CGP CGcR CGFt
.9001 .8885 .8825 .8713 .8713 .7843 .7742 .7689
DmF CDFEH2 CVFE WIPE WIPEH VIFE GAP.FE ZPE VE1 VE2
.9696 .9506 .9314 19.126 19.5 879.687 1.3717 1.119 .II) .C1U)
PRIMARY NEZZLE TOTAL ESSUES
1) 17.046 2) 17.916 3) 18.895 4) 18.655 5) 16.996 6) 17.076 7) 17.686 8) 18.825
FRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL TED~EATLrES
1) 751.n 2) *#+o+cO 3) 4=*=* 4) 742.8aI 5) 735.O E) 6) 751.6 7) 
€=:€ 8) * 9) 743.20 10) 735.80
NI~ZLE EXIT TOTAL PRESSIES - PTNE
1) 17.346 2) 17.636 3) 17.346 4) 17.256
5) 17.156 6) 17.526 7) 17.536 8) 17.306
NICZLE STATIC RIESSURES - PSNE
1) C:,0* 2) AI;AC:4
LABI95 12/ 6/73 CALCUATICN DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
SUFFALO S-F ESSC
NO2ZLE NOISE TOCN rSCUE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TF - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN COND DATE TEST NO PA?3 TAME APRI AEFF ARIH ARIH2I
18. 3. 11574. 2399. 14.349 53.36 92.40 83.598 93.682 94.248
PRIMARY FLQ4 DATA
A P2 Pi TT PT GAMA Z REYN CD %a W-FEl.
8.5519 48.519 101.613 47.640 102.294 1.4148 .9967 9474764. .9938 20.6323 .029
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FIDL PTN TTN FTE
30.410 .456 616.164 631 .00 691.437 691.437 18.940 803.083 18.354
PTVPAMB TTWTAtiB WRI WCoR WSAM WIP wIRi WIP VIP GAMAP ZP
1.320 2.461 20.655 25.007 20.655 22.830 23.147 23.287 1077.032 1.3689 1.0[06
CDP CDH CDeW CVP CV CGP CGfH CGF-~
.9047 .8924 .8870 .8911 .8911 .8062 .7952 .7904
CIPE CDPE2 CVPE WIFE WIF~ VIFE GA4FE ZFE E1 VEC
.9669 .9480 .9443 21.362 21.789 1016.397 1.3683 1.0[5 .O0U .001
FRIHARY NtZZLE TOTAL RESSURES
1) 17.736 2) 18.665 3) 20.303 4) 20.243 5) 17.766 6) 17.856 7) 18.635 8) 20.313
RIM ARY N'ZZLE TOTAL TEIFERATU--ES
1) 89.613 2) 4M= H* 3) 4*+4 4) 802.nDn 5) 796.13D 6) 811.213 7) *p:*:*lr 8) WCe 9) 8 2.5 3 10) 196.6 0
NOZZLE EXIT TOTAL PRESS.RES - PiNE
1) 18.285 2) 18.675 3) 18.295 4) 18.185
5) 18.075 6) 18.545 7) 18.515 8) 18.255
NOZLE STATIC FRESSLRES - PSNE
1) c 2) *O1@I*I
LAD95 12/ 6/73 CALCULATIC4 CATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO S .PRESSOR
WZLE OISE TCQE SOURCE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 AFRI
RUN CCN) DATE TEST NO PAMB TAW, APHI AEFF AFRIH APRIH2
18. 4. 11574. 2399. 14.349 53.52 92.400 83.621 93.762 94.248
PRIMARY FLCW CDATA
A P2 Pi TT PT GA4 Z REN CD) I W-FUIEL
8.5519 52.629 110.177 48.175 110.916 1.416. .9965 10267413. .9938 22.3696 .0268
PTARE FTARE FX FPC PIP FIL FIN TTN PTE
35.030 .525 744.134 762.124 840.705 840. 75 2D.056 866.783 19.347
PTN/PAMB TTN/TAMB WfR I ISCOR W.4 MP WIPH aRqE2 VIP GACMAP ZP
1.398 2.585 22.396 26.244 22.396 24.748 25.112 25.243 1207.730 1.3664 1.0002
CDP CD CDR CVP CV CGP CGfi CGFP2
.9050 .8918 .8872 .8851 .8851 .WJ10 .7894 .7853
CDE CDPEH2 CVPE WIPE I PFEH VIPE CF 44fPE ZFE VE VE2
.9650 .9461 .9347 23.aS 23.672 1143.687 1.3656 1.02 .0cI .OD
FRIMARY NCEZLE TOTAL FPESSLRES
1) 18.575 2) 19.524 3) 21.722 4) 21.822 5) 18.655 6) 18.725 7) 19.664 8) 21.762
PRIMARY NOEZLE TOTAL TE EATLES
1) 873.00 2) 4I 3) *I4C3 I*0 4) 865.40 5) 859.4M 6) 874.5U0 7) e4*PI* 8) 4I*+* 9) 867.000 10) 861.423
NOZZLE EXIT TOTAL PRESSES - PTNE
1) 19.224 2) 19.744 3) 19.304 4) 19.154
5) 18.994 6) 19.564 7) 19.534 8) 19.254
NEZLE STATIC PRESSLRES - PSNE
1) ~C*W 2) *C+3*=1I
LAL595 12/ 6/73 CALCLLATICN DATE 2/19/74
HOT N3ZZLE TEST FACILITY
BLIFFALO SUPrLiESS
MZZLE IWISE TCNE SURCE IDE7TIFICATIN
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.Ee ARI
RLN CCHD DATE TEST NO PAMS TAMB AfRI AEFF AFRIH ARI H2
18. 5. 11574. 2399. 14.349 53.56 92.400 84.307 93.803 94.248
PRIMARY FLOW DATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GAMA Z REYN CD VA W-FtaE
8.5519 56.809 118.958 48.875 119.756 1.4172 .9962 11074550. .9938 24.1468 .0303
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FICL PTN TTN FTE
39.70 .595 887.344 908.797 988.240 988.240 21.144 908.466 20.392
PTWPAM TTN/TAB I I - PR 4 hN M  dRi VIFRi2 VIF GAM44P ZP
1.474 2.666 24.177 27.292 24.177 26.498 26.900 27.028 1315.113 1.3651 1.O01Jl
CDP P CDF2 CVP CV CGP CGIR CGR2
.9124 .8988 .8945 .8979 .8979 .8193 .8070 .8032
CDPE CMDp CVPE WIPE WIFEH VIFE GAIMAPE ZPE W1 VE2
.9654 .9464 .9408 25.044 25.545 1255.210 1.3643 1.0113 .CL1 .11
FRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL PRESSURES
1) 19.464 2) 2.373 3) 22.S61 4) 23.160 5) 19.674 6) 19.594 7) 20.673 8) 23.350
PRIMARY NEZLE TOTAL TE4ERATUiES
1) 916.40) 2) 440c** 3) 44*#9* 4) 906.2U 5) 902.23 6) 916.[0l 7) c B)t* 9) S95.81M 10) 904~.a
NOZZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSJiES - PTNE
1) 20.293 2) 20.843 3) 2.353 4) 20.183
5) 19.944 6) 20.633 7) 20.593 8) 20.293
NOZLE STATIC PRESSLRES - PSNE




























LA 595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATION DATE 2/19/74
HOT NZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUFPPESSCR
NOZZLE MISE TONE SCtRCE IDENTIFICATICON
TEST 2399TP - HTF
INPUT CATA 1.02 ARI
RLUN CON DATE TEST NO FAM TAW6 AFRI AEFF AFRIH AFRI-
19. 1. 11574. 2399. 14.354 54.16 92.400 83.450 93.587 94.248
FRIRY FLOW CATA
A P2 F TT PT GA4A Z REYN CD A W-F EL
8.5519 38.244 79.990 49.400 80.526 1.4116 .9975 7408977. .9937 16.1932 .0106
PTARE FTARE FX FOCC FIP FICL PTN TTN FTE
20.150 .302 350.138 358.478 409.049 409.049 16.961 715.783 16.519
PTN/FA)B TTN/TAfB W:RI CCR tM WIFP wFFI VIR2 VIP GA4MAF ZP
1.182 2.288 16.209 21.142 16.209 17.948 18.178 18.307 811.929 1.3719 1.0011
CD C CD CVP CV CGP CGFH CGFH2
.9031 .8917 .8854 .858) .8560 .7731 .7633 .7579
CDOE CDPE]2 CVPE WIPE WIPEH VIFE GA44'FE ZPE %E1 VE2
.9897 .9703 .9313 16.378 16.706 746.263 1.3714 1.0011 49.581 65.612
FRIMARY NIOZLE TOTAL FRESS1JRES
1) 16.332 2) 16.842 3) 17.381 4) 17.251 5) 16.312 6) 16.462 7) 17.091 8) 18.' 3
PRIMARY NKEZLE TOTAL TEWERATURES
1) 719.21aU 2) 4n3*oI 3) 4~*4M*IsC 4) 721.000 5) 706.000 6) 721.LO. 7) M te*1*I 8) *#oOeh,: 9) 72D.3l 10) 737.QCf
NM2ZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSLRES - FTNE
1) 16.812 2) 16.842 3) 16.632 4) 16.462
5) 15.853 6) 16.362 7) 16.552 8) 16.642
NOZLE STATIC FRESSUrES - PSNE
1) 14.334 2) 14.319
-3
00
LAS595 12/ 6/73 CALCLLATICtN ATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
.UFFALO SULF.iESSR
MNOZLE NOISE TNE SCOURCE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TP - HPTF
INFUIT CATA 1.02 APRI
RUN CCON CATE TEST NO PAMB TAMB AFRI AEFF AFRIH ARIH2
19. 2. 11574. 2399. 14.354 53.92 92.400 82.693 93.617 94.248
PRIMARY FLOW4 ATA
A P2 P1 TT PT GA4A Z REYN CD wA W-FUEL
8.5519 44.204 92.492 51.150 93.112 1.4132 .9971 8535336. .9937 18.7038 .0192
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FIDL FTN TTN PTE
25.830 .387 486.392 497.978 558.196 558.196 18.029 751.650 17.402
PTWFAIB TTN/TAE WRI ICR WN WIP F wPIR MW 2 VIP GAM~ ZP
1.256 2.358 18.723 23.323 18.723 20.921 21.196 21.339 959.214 1.37.9 1.0C9
CDP CD ci C e CVP C CGP CCGFt CGRF
.8949 .8833 .8774 .8714 .8714 .7798 .7697 .7645
CDPE CE)H CVPE WdIFE WgIEi VIFE GA44fAE ZFE UE1 VE2
.9608 .9616 .9458 19.090 19.471 883.722 1.37Ui3 I.OaU8 62.724 78.418
FRI MARY NEZLE TOTAL FRESSLRES
1) 17.111 2) 17.951 3) 19.049 4) 18.86D 5) 17.121 6) 17.181 7) 17.871 8) 19.089
RIMARY PHEZLE TOTAL TDEWEATLRES
1) 762.2al 2) ++I*+ 3) 4POI*I* 4) 755.500 5) 726.200 6) 761.0U 7) OIP*C*P 8) a*P-* 9) 755.00 10) 749.20a
CIZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSURES - PP-E
1) 17.781 2) 17.881 3) 17.621 4) 17.371
5) 16.452 6) 17.131 7) 17.421 8) 17.561
KZLE STATIC FRESLARES - PSNE
2) 14.322 2) 14.304
LA595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATION DATE 2/19/74
O371 MZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPFPRESSOR
NOZZLE N0ISE TONE SCURCE IDENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN COND DATE TEST NO FAB TAMB APRI ADF AFRIH AFRI2
19. 3. 11574. 2399. 14.354 53.96 S2.400 83.302 93.689 94.248
PRIMARY FLO DATA
A* P2 P1 TT PT 4GAMA REYN (CD A W-FLEL
8.5519 49.234 102.998 52.675 103.689 1.4146 .9969 9478010. .9938 20.8060 .0227
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FIDL PTN TTN FTE
30.730 .461 618.559 633.293 707.805 707.805 19.083 809.70) 18.330
PTN/PAB TTN/TAMB WF I WCCR WSL P W Fi MFHR VIP CGAM? ZP
1.329 2.471 20.831 25.096 0.831 23.106 23.428 23.568 1093.241 1.3687 1.0D5
CDP CDH CDFH2 CV Cv CGP CGRH CGFe
.9015 .8891 .8839 .8739 .8739 .7879 .7770 .7724
CFE CDPF2 CVPE WIFE WIPEH VIPE GAMAFE ZPE V E2
.9810 .9617 .9406 21.235 21.659 1015.756 1.3679 1.0015 62.727 82.997
PRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL FRESSURES
1) 17.881 2) 18.9[0 3) 20.398 4) 2 .268 5) 17.970 6) 18.OD) 7) 18.82 8) 0.428
FRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL TEPE)RATURES
1) 810.80) 2) ~*#I*C* 3) 414*1:! 4) 802.01 5) 86.200 6) S)9.GOD 7) *I*### 8) ... 9) a82.Jr 10) ni3.
NC1ZLE EXIT TOTAL FPESSURES - PTNE
1) 18.800 2) 18.9 0 3) 18.570 4) 18.3)0
5) 17.181 6) 18.010 7) 18.340 8) 18.540
N EZLE STATIC PRESSURES - PSNE
1) 14.322 2) 14.298
0LAD595 12/ 6/73 CALCLLATIN DATE 2/19/74
T NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO S.iFRESSC
MZLE OISE TNE SClRCE ICENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TPF - HNTF
INFUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN COND DATE TEST N3 PA6 TAMB AFRI AEFF AFRIH APRII
19. 4. 11574. 2399. 14.354 53.88 92.400 83.558 93.758 94.248
PRIMARY FLCO DATA
A* P2 P1 TT PT GAHEA 2 REYN CD % W-FLEL
8.5519 53.124 111.183 33.560 111.928 1.4157 .9967 112977. .9938 22.4510 .0265
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FIDL PIN TIN PTE
35.460 .532 744.106 761.832 845.824 845.824 20.105 865.466 19.234
PTVPAMB TTN/TAEB IRI WCR LI.N MWP MIH R W VIP GAM4AP ZP
1.401 2.580 22.478 26.262 22.478 24.856 25.221 25.353 1210.7 2 1.3665 1.0E
CIP CCF CDaH2 CVP CV C CGfi CGtfi
.9043 .8912 .8866 .8797 .8797 .7956 .7840 .78WD
CCPE CDPEC CVPE WIPE WIFEH VIFE GAFAMPE ZFE VE1 VE2
.9791 .9599 .9411 22.958 23.417 1131.714 1.3656 1.002 74.361 97.971
PRIMARY NPZZLE TOTAL FRESSLES
1) 18.630 2) 19.629 3) 21.697 4) 21.787 5) 18.790 6) 18.780 7) 19.729 8) 21.797
PRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL TEDERATLTES
1) 861.8a 2) *9oi4*I* 3) ,e:r 4) 864.8WD 5) 859.1D1 6) 871.&ID 7) 4A*PRI# 8) S*pm*o 9) 865.aD 10) 859.
NOZZLE EXIT TOTAL RRESSLRES - FTNE
1) 19.729 2) 19.899 3) 19.569 4) 19.239
5) 17.841 6) 18.880 7) 19.249 8) 19.469
NZZLE STATIC FRESSLRES - PSNE
1) 14.309 2) 14.276
LA 595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATION CATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUFPRESSCR
NOZZLE NHISE TONE SOURCE ICOrTIFICATIOC
TEST 2399T7 - HNTF
INFIT DATA 1.02 ARI
RUN CON DATE TEST NO PAJ6 TAMB AFRI AEFF APRIH ARIH2
19. 5. 11574. 2399. 14.354 53.96 92.400 83.783 93.796 94.248
PRIIWAY FLOC DATA
A P2 P T PT GA94A 2 REYN CDA W-FIEL
8.5519 56.654 118.534 54.300 119.329 1.4167 .9965 10B74542. .9938 23.9268 .0297
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FICL FTN TTN PTE
39.50 .593 867.926 888.300 973.171 973.171 21.077 903.233 2D.145
PTN/FAM TTN/TAB6 :RI C IR WN WIP wi H WIR2 VIP GAM4AP ZP
1.468 2.653 23.956 27.076 23.956 26.42D 26.820 26.949 1306.986 1.3653 1.OD
CDP CDH CDre CVP CV CGP CGf-I CGR-e
.9067 .8932 .8890 .8919 .8919 .8X 7 .7966 .7928
CDPE CD~E2 CVWE WIFE WIFEH VIFE GAEIA4E ZPE VEI VE2
.9744 .9553 .9467 24.587 25.078 1231.266 1.3644 1.11711 77.629 99.228
FRIMARY NPCZLE TOTAL PRESSUES
1) 19.439 2) 20.498 3) 22.955 4) 23.115 5) 19.619 6) 19.549 7) 2r.5)8 8) 22.936
PRIMARY NCEZLE TOTAL TOEN RATLRES
1) 910.2a) 2) *#I 3) I*cc 4) 901.03 5) 898.53 6) 909..00 7) e 8) **~ 9) 901.4 10) 8~8;5D
NPZZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSURES - PTNE
1) 20.696 2) 20.868 3) 20.528 4) 23.218
5) 18.580 6) 19.789 7) 20.128 8) 20.348
NOZZLE STATIC FR ESJES - PSNE
1) 14.305 2) 14.274
O
LAS595 12/ 6/73 CALCULLATIN DATE 2/19/74
NOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPRESSCR
NOZZLE NOISE TONE SCORCE ICENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TP - HTF
RUN COC PTWNFAMB TTN/TAB CDZ CDFH CVP CV CGP CGPH APRIH
19. 1. 1.182 2.288 .9031 .8917 .8560 .8560 .7731 .7633 93.587
19. 2. 1.256 2.358 .8949 .8&33 .8714 .8714 .7798 .7697 93.617
19. 3. 1.329 2.471 .9015 .8891 .8739 .8739 .7879 .7770 93.689
19. 4. 1.401 2.560 .9043 .8912 .8797 .8797 .7956 .7840 93.758
19. 5. 1.468 2.653 .9067 .8932 .8919 .8919 .8087 .7966 93.796
CDPH2 CGfH2 CDFE CDPEH2 CVFE AFRIH2
.8854 .7579 .9897 .9703 .9313 94.248
.8774 .7645 .9808 .9616 .9458 94.248
.8839 .7724 .9810 .9617 .9406 94.248
.8866 . 78M .9791 .9599 .9411 94.248
.8890 .7928 .9744 .9553 .9467 94.248
LA,595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICN DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITV
BUFFALO SUPPRESSOR
M2ZZLE NOISE TONE SOURCE IDENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TF - HUTF
INPUT DATA 1. AFRI
RUN CCND DATE TEST NO PABE TA6 APRI AEFF ARIH APRIH2
20. 1. 11774. 2399. 14.814 45.48 92.40 86.764 93.580 94.248
PRIMARY FLC CATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GAI4A Z REYN CD W-FUEC
8.5519 40.164 84.063 47.n 84.627 1.4123 .9973 7837444. .9937 17.0630 .0157
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FIrL FTN TTN FTE
21.010 .315 376.665 373.662 418.177 418.177 17.370 699.375 16.923
PTN/PAMB TTN/TAB W)RiI 40Ri WAN P IIRAI WPW VIP rGA.P ZP
1.173 2.294 17.079 21.a1 17.079 18.188 18.416 18.552 787.792 1.3728 1.a12
CDP CDPH CD(42 CVP CV CGP CGPrI CGFH2
.9390 .9274 .92a6 .SO7 .9007 .8458 .8353 .8292
CCPE CPE-2 CVPE WPE WIFE VIFE GAKIAPE ZPE VE1 VE2
1.0324 1.0121 .9833 16.543 16.874 721.661 1.3723 1.0012 53.0 2 67.597
PRIMARY NZLE TOTAL FRESSUTES
1) 16.742 2) 17.302 3) 17.891 4) 17.731 5) 16.722 6) 16.862 7) 17.441 8) 18.271
FRIwMRY NOZLE TOTAL TEMPEMATURES
1) 693.5W 2) 713.503 3) C*C*l 4) *444@*+ 5) 44E=I 6) 895.10L 7) 705.50 8) *:8 9) * 10) *
NCOLE EXIT TOTAL PRESSUES - PTNE
1) 17.232 2) 17.272 3) 17.052 4) 16.862
5) 16.223 6) 16.732 7) 16.942 8) 17.052
NOZZLE STATIC PRESSIURES - SE
1) 14.790 2) 14.775
LAE595 12/ 6/73 CALCLLATION DATE 2/19/74
HOT N3ZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPFRESSOR
NOZZLE NOISE TONE SOLURCE IENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN COND DATE TEST NO PAeB TAMB APRI AEFF AFRIH APRIH2
20. 2. 11774. 2399. 14.814 45.48 92.400 85.075 93.632 94.248
PRIMARY FLO4 DATA
A* P2 P1 TT PT GA4A Z REYN CD W-FUEL
8.5519 45.584 95.404 46.780 96.044 1.4140 .9989 8910953. .9937 19.3821 .0195
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FICL FTN TTN PTE
26.290 .394 499.526 495.543 568.415 568.415 18.439 757.rnD 17.780
PTWNPAB TTN/TAMB ,WRI WLOR zIU WIP , FIH bir. VIP GAMMAP ZP
1.245 2.408 19.402 23.683 19.402 21.072 21.353 21.494 942.614 1.3705 1.0[D38
CDP CDR D CIDr2 CV CV CGP CGTI CcG-
.927 .9 06 .9027 .8788 .8788 .8091 .7985 .7933
CCPE CDPEH2 CVFE WIPFE WIFRH VIPE CA FEt ZFE VE1 VE2
1.0159 .9960 .96.1 19.097 19.479 862.762 1.3898 1.OE 63.10CE 82.450
PRIMARY NPZZLE TOTAL FRESSLRES
1) 17.521 2) 18.301 3) 19.350 4) 19.150 5) 17.521 6) 17.691 7) 18.420 8) 19.559
PRIMARY CEZLE TOTAL TEM)EATLRES
1) 749.2a L 2) 764.a20 3) +44c44 4) 4E# 5) 4*)#*## 6) 750.0D 7) 764.e1) 8) 44*O* 9) ++ 10)) 41
NECZLE EXIT TOTAL RESSURES - PTNE
1) 18.171 2) 18.261 3) 17.981 4) 17.751
5) 16.812 6) 17.521 7) 17.801 8) 17.941
NPEZLE STATIC PRESSLRES - PSNE
1) 14.780 2) 14.756
LA;595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICN DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUPPRESSai
NOZZLE NOISE TONE SOURCE ITENTIFICATICN
TEST 2399TF - HI TF
INPUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN CCON DATE TEST NO PAME TAB AFRI AEFF ARIH AFRIIH
20. 3. 11774. 2399. 14.814 45.64 92.400 85.062 93.711 94.248
PRI~AiY FLOW CATA
A* P2 Pi TT PT GAM4A Z REYN C) A W-F1EL
8.5519 50.334 105.349 46.460 106.056 1.4155 .9966 9858452. .9938 21.4215 .0234
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP aFIC FTN TTN PTE
31.350 .470 630.910 625.880 718.468 718.468 19.497 818.C00 18.730
PTN/PAMB TTNTAMB . TRI WICC1R 6WSM WIP WFH .If 2 VIP GA'M4F ZP
1.316 2.528 21.445 25.370 21.445 23.295 23.625 23.761 1077.927 1.3680 1.005
CDP CDRI CDIH2 CVP CV CGI C f CGRF2
.9236 .9077 .9025 .8781 .8781 .8064 .7971 .7925
CDPE COPDE CVPE WIPE WI IFE VIE ,ACt4AFE E VE1 VE2 -
1.0044 .9647 .9477 21.351 21.778 998.775 1.3672 1.OW.5 68.475 86.636
PRIMARY NEZLE TOTAL FRESSLRES
1) 18.251 2) 19.080 3) 20.588 4) a2.558 5) 18.351 6) 18.470 7) 19.459 8) 21.218
PRIMARY N2ZLE TOTAL TEMPERATUFES
1) 809.2LU 2) 827.400 3) 4oI*lol 4) c 5) 'I1*l*+ 6) 8&2 .G.7 7) 825.880 8) ~I* 9) .* 10) 1
NOZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESS UES - FPTE
1) 19.210 2) 19.330 3) 19.010 4) 18.710
5) 17.521 6) 18.440 7) 18.750 8) 18.880
PN2ZLE STATIC RESSUES - PSE
1) 14.774 2) 14.750
0LA5595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATIN DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
BUFFALO SUFFPRESSCR
NOZZLE NOISE TONE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.02 APRI
RUN CGND CATE TEST N0 PA6B TAB AFRI AEFF APRIH APRIH2
20. 4. 11774. 2399. 14.814 45.80 92.400 85.191 93.777 94.248
PRIMARY FLOW DATA
A* P2 P1 TT PT GAMMtA Z REYN CD VA W-FUEL
8.5519 54.754 114.604 46.360 115.372 1.4168 .9963 10737624. .9938 23.3178 .0273
PTARE FTARE FX FCOi FIF FICL PTN TTN PTE
36.271 .544 778.556 772.349 873.849 873.849 20.628 873. e0 19.747
PTN/PAMB TTWNTAMB WR I WR WSLIN mP wI-H WIR-2 VIP GA9H4AP ZP
1.392 2.638 23.345 26.665 23.345 25.321 25.698 25.827 1204.333 1.3659 1.0132
CDP CDI CD2 CV CV CGP CGFHI CGRe
.922 .9084 .9039 .8909 .8909 .8214 .8094 .8053
CDPE CDPEI CVFE WIPE WIl-I VIFE GA4MPE ZFE E1 VE2
.9984 .9788 .9535 23.382 23.853 1125.350 1.3650 1.0L1 78.093 99.882
PRIMARY NOZZLE TOTAL FRESSLRES
1) 19.120 2) 20.089 3) 22.127 4) 22.257 5) 19.27D 6) 19.2aD 7) 20.339 8) 22.546
PRIMARY NEZZLE TOTAL TEMPERATLRES
1) 865.03U 2) 884.400 3) 4Col*I# 4) l 5) 4+++*4: 6) 863.4UD 7) 881.eWD 8) #tM# 9) * *** 10) *O *
NOZZLE EXIT TOTAL FRESSURES - PTNE
1) 20.289 2) 20.428 3) 20.059 4) 19.749
5) 18.331 6) 19.429 7) 19.729 8) 19.959
NOZZLE STATIC FRESSURES - PSNE
1) 14.762 2) 14.729
LAZ595 12/ 6/73 CALCULATICN DATE 2/19/74
HOT NOZLE TEST FACILITY
BU*FFALO SUPFiESSC
W3ZLE NOISE TONE ScORCE IDENTIFICATION
TEST 2399TP - HNTF
INPUT DATA 1.0 APRI
RUN OCt DATE TEST NO FAB TA)B APRI AEFF AFRIH AR IH2
2D. 5. 11774. 2399. 14.814 45.92 92.400 85.584 93.842 94.248
PRIMARY FLOW DATA
A P2 PF TT PT GAMMA 2 REYN CD A W-FLEL
8.5519 58.034 121.458 46.580 122.272 1.4178 .9961 11380991. .9939 24.7163 .0309
PTARE FTARE FX FCCR FIP FID PTN TTN PTE
40.390 .606 905.874 898.652 1033.706 113.706 21.582 925.875 20.657
PTN/PFAM TTN/TAMB WR I tCCR J WIP A -PH WIRF VIP GAAP Zp
1.457 2.740 24.747 27.541 24.747 26.718 27.135 27.253 1304.926 1.3639 .9999
CDP CDFH CDR CV CV CGP CGFH CGReC
.9262 .9123 .9081 .9EL5 .9025 .8359 .8231 .8196
CDPE CDPEH CVFE WIPE WIFEH VIFE GAM4AFE ZPE WE1 E2
.9942 .9747 .9574 24.891 25.389 1230.156 1.3 0 .9999 81.776 108.372
PRIMARY NOEZLE TOTAL FRESSLRES
1) 19.879 2) a.9M0 3) 23.336 4) 23.625 5) a2.079 6) al.09 7) 21.108 8) 23.715
FRIKARY NOZZLE TOTAL TEMFERATLRES
I) 916.8e1 2) 934.500 3) 1O*CFoI 4) 4eM 4ho 5) # 6) 917.2DD 7) 935.QXD 8) 9) * " @ 10) D
NOZZLE EXIT TOTAL iESSLRES - PTNE
1) 21.198 2) 21.368 3) 21.038 4) 20.718
5) 19.090 6) 20.339 7) 20.648 8) 20.858
NOEZLE STATIC PRESSLRES - PStE
1) 14.757 2) 14.714
-I
0LAS595 12/ 6/73 CALCLLATICO CATE 2/19/74
H0T NOZZLE TEST FACILITY
B4JFFALO SUPPRESSOR
1 IZZLE ODISE TCNE SOlCE ICE(TIFICATICN
TEST 2399TF - HNTF
RIUN CCN PTHIPFAB TFTN/TAMB C P CO CVP CV CGP CGRI APRIH
20. 1. 1.173 2.294 .9390 .9274 .9007 .9007 .8458 .8353 93.563
20. 2. 1.245 2.408 .9207 .9086 .8788 .8788 .8091 .7985 93.632
2. 3. 1.316 2.528 .9216 .9077 .8781 .8781 .8084 .7971 93.711
20. 4. 1.392 2.638 .92= .9084 .8909 .8909 .8214 .8094 93.777
20. 5. 1.457 2.740 .9262 .9120 .S25 .9025 .8359 .8231 93.842
CDF02 CGF-2 CDPF a1i2 CVPE AFRIH2
.9206 .8292 1.0324 1.0121 .9833 94.248
.9027 .7933 1.0159 .9960 .9601 94.248
.905 .7925 1.0344 .9847 .9477 94.248
.9039 .8053 .9984 .9788 .9535 94.248
.9081 .8196 .9942 .9747 .9574 94.248
